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,_

The purpose of this project was to develop a model
program for the eighth grade graduates from Naches Valley
Middle School transitioning to the ninth grade at Naches
Valley High School. The intent of the program was to increase
the ninth grade student academic and social success.

To

accomplish this purpose, a review of current literature,
research and selected programs related to transitioning middle
school students and parent involvement in the transition, were
studied.

A program was designed, developed and implemented at

Naches Valley High School in the Naches Valley School
District, Naches, Washington.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction

Consider this: "The structure of the American school
systems is such that the pains of adolescence coincide with
entrance into new physical, social and pedagogical
environments that mark teenagers' transition to high school"
(Schiller, 1999,p.216).

c

You have a fourteen year old in your home.

Today is the

first day of high school. You are excited, nervous, delighted,
fearful, uncertain, anxious and hopeful. So is your daughter.
You have made it through elementary school and middle school
with her and you think she is ready for this momentous step.
She has graduated from Naches Valley Primary school, Naches
Valley Middle school and she thinks she is ready for Naches
Valley High School.

She thinks she is, but there is some

doubt in her mind and there is some doubt in your mind.
The move from the middle school setting to the high
school setting does not come at a time when in a student's
life they are fully mature, responsible, stable individuals.
1
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Quite the contrary, the move comes when most adolescents and
their parents, are dealing with significant changes in the
teen's physical, social and emotional life. Transitions are
difficult times for both students and parents.

Teenagers in

the United States typically enter the ninth grade when they
are attempting to deal with many difficult issues of their
adolescent age.

The fact that they move to a new setting,

traditionally a high school building, from their middle school
building, complicates their lives and challenges them.
many it is a stressful time.

For

Typically ninth grade students

do not make the transition smoothly or successfully.

nThe

transition to high school can be a critical turning point in
teenagers' social and academic lives" (Schiller,1999,p.216).

Purpose of the Project

The purpose of the project was to develop a model program
for the eighth grade graduates from Naches Valley Middle
School transitioning to the ninth grade at Naches Valley High
School. The intent of the program was to increase ninth grade
student academic and social success.
The author, a ninth grade teacher at Naches
Valley High School for four years, prior to beginning this
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project. From the beginning of the school year in 1995 through
1999, the author observed freshmen students not experiencing
success in the high school setting, during their transition
ninth grade year.
The result of failure in the ninth grade appeared
profound and tends to follow students into their following
years. Failures in the ninth grade year caused grade points to
suffer leading to little hope of admission to post high school
programs, little hope of financial aid or scholarship
assistance, and in some cases, a total dropping out of school.
Dropping out of high school before graduation has a
serious impact on the future of a student. It is one of the
most detrimental experiences, in our education system.

It is

not only related to unemployment and poverty but to drug abuse
and criminal activity (Pong, 2000, p. 148). Because dropping
out of high school has such a life changing impact, it has
long been a concern to educators.
The development of a transition program for all incoming
ninth grade students moving from Naches Valley Middle School
to Naches Valley High School was an attempt to promote success
in the ninth grade class.

4
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Limitations of the Project

The project was limited to developing a transition
program for the Naches Valley School district only.

The level

of the students served was limited to incoming ninth grade
students and the time of the transitioning was limited to the
beginning of the school year in August. The program length was
one three hour evening and the consecutive school day. Efforts
to identify students and their families were coordinated with
the Naches Valley Middle School counselor and Naches Valley
Middle School administrators.
Time did not allow for the project to be expanded to new
ninth graders entering after the August program. It was
limited to those who attended the program.
Evaluation of the project was limited to the written
opinions of the following groups: participating ninth grade
students, participating parents of the ninth grade students,
upper-class students who helped implement the project, and
staff at Naches Valley High School who were involved in the
project.
Research was limited to the review of literature from the
past fifteen years. Research review was focused in two areas;
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transition programs and student success, and parental
involvement and student success.

Financial resources were acquired for the project through
the Naches Valley High School building budget, grant money
made available to the Naches district through Educational
Service District 105, and grant money from Washington State
Teen Aware program.

Definition of Terms

Significant terms used in the context of the study have
been defined as follows:
Adolescent:

"A young person whose reproductive system has

matured, who is economically dependent upon adults, whose
chief source of need gratification is his peers, who has
open interest in the opposite sex, and for whom status and
roles as defined for children and adults in his culture are
confused• (Smith, 1997, p. 144).

Middle School: A transitional school serving students between
the elementary school and the high school (Wiles and Bondi,
1998, p.285).
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Resource Room: A self contained classroom, in the middle and
high school building, for students qualifying for special
education resources and assistance.

Transition:

"The psychological process people go through to

come to terms with the new situation" (Bridges, 1993, P.3).

CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
AND INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM SELECTED SOURCES

Introduction
The review of related literature and research summarized
in Chapter 2 has been organized to address:
1.

Transition

2.

Transitioning to High School

3.

Difficulties during the transition year

4.

Review of selected, existing transition activities
and programs

5.

Transitioning Special Needs Students

6.

Research supporting parental involvement in schools
and in transition programs

7.

Review of selected, surrounding Yakima area high
school transition programs

8.

Summary

7
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Research addressed in Chapter 2 was identified through
Educational Resource Information Centers (ERIC) computer

search and a hand search of various other pertinent sources.
Internet sources were used as well to identify other valuable
research.

Additionally, related information/materials from

selected sources was obtained and analyzed.

Transition
What is it about change that is so difficult for so many
people?

Marilyn Ferguson, American futurist said, "It's not

so much that we're afraid of change or so in love with the old
ways, but it's that place in between that we fear.
being between trapezes.
dryer.

It's like

It's Linus when his blanket is in the

There's nothing to hold on to"

(Bridges, 1998,p.34).

The teenager who has finished middle school surely is not so
in love with her old school or middle school life.
is excited about reaching the high school level.

Surely she
But, what

does she do, she wonders, now that she is on the front steps
ready to enter in?

William Bridges, well known authority on change and
managing transitions has spent his past twenty years helping
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organizations, businesses and individuals work more
successfully with the phenomenon of transition.

He explained

change as external, a situation, a physical happening and
transition as internal, a psychological process or emotional
journey.

Bridges indicated that "unless transition occurs,

change will not work" (Bridges, 1998,p.4).
Transitions begin when something else ends. Even if the
end of something is positive, there is still loss and with
endings comes loss and feelings of discomfort.

Becoming

accustomed to these takes time, even if the actual physical
change occurred quickly.

A very important piece of the

management of transitions that Bridges spoke of, was getting
individuals to understand that transitions begin with letting
something else go.
Bridges reported that individuals, or companies, or
organizations that made a successful psychological journey, or
transition, followed two steps:
•

They recognized and acknowledged an ending.

•

They stayed in and worked through the neutral zone to
reach a new beginning.

The neutral zone was described as the time when nothing seems
quite right.

The old ways are not right and the new ones are

10
not yet comfortable.

Bridges described this time as one of

danger and one ripe with opportunities. Individuals struggle
in this neutral zone and feel lost.

Some try to rush through,

some attempt to escape and return to old ways and some abort
the whole thing.
The suggestions made by Bridges for successful
transitions in the business world, for individuals and
organizations were clear. The following were his suggestions:
1. Expect anger, fear, confusion and depression, as these
are signs of grieving.
2. Strengthen intra-group connections, as people will
feel lonely.
3. Give additional help and support to the group.
4. Give information to the group over and over again.
5. Help balance the losses they feel, give them something
to replace them.
6. Show respect for the past.
7. Allow them to bring a piece of the past with them.
8. Define what is really finished and what is not.
9. Identify the endings.
10. Help people to understand the process takes time; it
is a journey.
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Bridge's recommendations seemed applicable for middle school
students transitioning to the high school setting. They should
be treated with similar care, concern and with no less
planning and thought.

For ninth grade students to succeed in

their high school careers, their transition from middle to
high school must be successfully navigated.

Transitioning to High School

According to Kessler, traditional cultures have taught us
that adolescence has been a particularly important point in
the spiritual life cycle (Kessler, 1999-2000,p.31). The fact
that every pre-industrial culture provided rites of
initiation, led by adults, that helped young people navigate
the dangerous water between childhood and adulthood,
emphasized this belief.
Kessler believed that without such rites, teens developed
their own rites of passage (Kessler, 1999-2000,p.31).

Their

own badges of adulthood took on many forms from driver's
licenses on the sixteenth birthday and high school graduation
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ceremonies to perhaps the less healthy experiences of binge
drinking, babies out of wedlock and first time jail time.
Working with teenagers during the last 20 years has led
me to conclude that in our culture, teenagers experience
not one but several passages: the major transformation at
puberty; a challenging transition as they leave middle
school and enter high school; and the completion of high
school.

Each is a time of enormous change for students,

families and faculties.

Students must say good-bye not

only to relationships with others, but also to a
childhood self.

Parents must discover new ways to be

responsible caring guides for young people who are no
longer children but are not yet mature enough to be on
their own.

Faculty often feel undermined by students'

restlessness, loss of interest in school, or general
sense of upheaval (Kessler 1999/2000, p.30).
Adolescence is unquestionably a unique and significant
period of growth and development.

This is the time when the

sense of identity is changing, the onset of puberty is present
and physical changes are occurring, and the thinking processes
are undergoing a transformation as well.
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Transition, the emotional journey from one state or stage
to another, has often caused great stress in the lives of
those experiencing major change.

"Students become anxious and

distraught over the uncertainties of abrupt changes in
buildings, teachers, classmates, and programs.

Such needless

anxiety and apprehension interferes with learning and impairs
confidence and self esteem" (Weldy, 1991,p.l). This move to a
new setting for high school comes at a time when adolescents
are becoming more independent and generally seeing less
parental involvement in their education (Dornbush and Ritter
1988) .

"The transition to high school can be a critical

turning point in teenagers' social and academic lives"
(Schiller, 1999,p. 216).
Difficulties During the Transition Year

A review of research showed that ninth graders often
experienced serious difficulties in the year of transition,
their freshman year in high school.

"Along with peer social

pressures, destructive patterns of behavior surface during
this adjustment stage that include truancy, increased
disciplinary actions, academic failure and non
attendance"(Sabatini, 1989, p.203).

Similar findings were

reported by Felner in 1981 (Felner, et. al, 1981), by Roderick
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and Camburn in 1996 (Schiller, 1999, p.216) and also in

Swanson and Schneider in 1999 (Swanson and Schneider, 1999) .
Acknowledged difficulty of transitions from middle school
to high school was reiterated in an article by Elias where he
indicated that 35% of fourteen year olds should be considered
as high or very high risk, in the transition year (Elias,
2001,pg.1).

He felt there was clearly concern for this age

group and said another 25% of transitioning students were at
moderate risk. Many of the problems that surface in high
school: increased mental health referrals, increased rates of
drug, alcohol and cigarette use, and violence issues, Elias
said began in middle school. Adolescents not making successful
transitions to the middle school bring these challenges along
on their journey through the next phase of adjustment: middle
school to high school.
A study completed with 48 school districts explored the
possible loss of achievement related to school to school
transitions.

The study looked at the elementary- middle

school transition and the middle-high school transition.
Achievement loss was documented in the middle to high school
transition.

The loss was greater in students moving from

middle to high school than from a K-8 setting to high school
yet both showed a decrease in achievement measured on annual
exams.

The k-8 group experienced a loss of 4.7% from 8th

grade scores to ninth grade testing scores and the middle
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school group experienced a loss of 9.7% achievement in 9th
grade scores (Alspaugh, 1995 p.24).
Principals and teachers looking for research in the late
1970's early 1980's on the transition from middle school to
high school found very little research on middle to high
school transitions; most of the work had been done with
elementary students moving to middle levels or students with
special needs.
Prior to the 1980's, the transition from middle school to
high school was given little notice (Schiller, 1999).

The old

notion was that transition from middle school to ninth grade
in the high school was a "routinized process in which
counselors provide prospective freshman with information and
allocate them to coursesn (Schiller, 1999,p.217).

As

increasing difficulties have surfaced with ninth grade
students all over the country, the idea of transition being a
simple visit to a counselor and acquiring a course schedule
seems antiquated.
One study indicated that the number of failing grades of
students increases substantially as students moved from middle
to high school classes (Pantelo, 1992). A study by Robertson,
(Robertson, 1997) concluded that schools that develop
transition programs might be able to reduce student failure
rates (Robertson, 1997,p.l). A third view comes from a 1997
survey from Georgia and Florida.

This group discovered that
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high schools who implemented only two or fewer transition
activities with their incoming ninth grade students had higher
attrition and drop out rates than schools who used three or
more transition activities (Hertzog, 1999).
A fourth study reported by Hertzog and Morgan in 1999,
again demonstrated the number of transition activities in a
given program to be important.

The study of 95 middle school-

high school transition programs, showed those programs with
four or more activities had lower drop out rates and
significantly lower retention rates than those programs with
three or less activities (Hertzog, NASSP, 1999, p.30).
Maciver, in further research concluded that middle school
students who took part in a high school orientation program,
were more successful in their first year of high school
(Maciver, 1990, p. 464) He noted that success was achieved
with programs that had a variety of transition activities and
numerous transition activities.

Review of Selected
Existing Transition Activities and Programs
Across the country there were many schools implementing
transition programs for their incoming ninth grade classes. In
the state of Virginia, schools were mandated to implement
ninth grade transition programs (Duke 1999, p. 48). All of
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these schools made an attempt to help incoming freshman be
more academically and socially successful. A variety of
approaches and activities were suggested in the literature.
Regarding which approach to use, Hertzog said, "After some
trial and error, those that best fit a school's
characteristics and needs can be adapted" (Hertzog, 1997,p.
2 9) •

Transition programs in place throughout this country for
students transitioning from eighth grade to high school can
generally be grouped into three categories: no program,
partial programs and full programs. A significant study of
such programs done by Smith, defined the full transition
program as one that targeted all three groups involved in the
critical transition: student, parent and staff (Smith, 1997,p.
146). A partial program targeted only one or two of these
groups.

No program was simply that, nothing was in place for

these students.
In the research done by Smith, a variety of activities
were seen in the transition programs.

The study involved 7924

students from 702 public middle-grade schools and the
activities in their transition programs are shown in the
following graph.

(Smith, 1997,p.147).
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The Smith study concluded several things.

The main

difference between the groups of schools, Smith saw, was in
the level of adult support for the programs whether it was
parents or staff.

This study looked at the success of

students who were in the transition programs throughout high
school.

Grade points were measured and dropout rates were

tracked.

~However,

after first taking into account the eighth

graders' school behaviors and then the characteristics of the
school attended, the residual effect of full transition
programs becomes more pronounced, with a final significant
effect of reducing the likelihood of dropping out by about
20%.

~of

equal note is the fact that partial programs to aid

students in their transition to high school appeared less
effective and showed no independent effect on student
retention after other characteristics were taken into account"
(Smith, 1997.p.148).

The author of the study concluded

further that the participants in the program must be fully
committed to the successful transition of their students.
Throughout the literature, transition activities were
recommended.

~students

making transitions need information,

support, and guidance, and should receive it from a variety of
sources"(Weldy, 1991, p.1). Many transition activities were
completed in a short span of time, an hour or two or a day or
two. Some were done over a longer period and spanned an entire
semester or an entire school year.

Some began in the eighth
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grade year and others waited until after the middle school
student had graduated.

The following were one time activities, taking place in
the spring of the eighth grade year, that were part of the
literature on common, transition activity:
•

field trips to the high school, to tour the
facilities

•

shadowing a high school student for at least
three periods

•

teacher, administrator or student shadowed a high
school student and reported back to the class of
eighth graders about the experience

•

a panel discussion at the middle school building,
including high school students ,teachers,
counselors and administrators

•

after school activities at the high school for
middle school students

Several types of transition activities were

commo~ly

planned a short while before the school doors opened in the
fall.

As in the spring, tours and panel discussions were held

at the opening of school. Big Brother, Big Sister programs
were put in place to help ninth grade students in their
transition. Some big sister and big brother's commitments were
a short one-time visit and some were a year' long commitment by
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upperclass students to assist ninth graders in their entire
transition year. Planned meetings with ninth grade students to
explain the rules and expectations of the school were common.
Hertzog suggested the use of an adviser/advisee program.
The initial meeting of the high school adviser and the student
would occur in the spring of the eighth grade year, at the
middle school site (Hertzog, 1997).

The adviser would meet

the student again in the fall when school started. These
meetings would continue throughout the ninth grade school
year.
Another program placed freshman with three student
mentors, an adult adviser and a counselor. This group met four
days a week all year long. It was a form of advisory group and
was called Freshman Advisory (Galloway,Gallenberger, 2000).
A transition program that combined activity in the spring
with a twelve-hour program in August was at Franklin Pierce
High School in Tacoma, WA.

It began transition activities

with meetings at the middle school that fed into their high
school.

The meetings communicated information about high

school classes and graduation requirements.

Parents were

involved in a final meeting that included key members of the
high school team.

It was here that the parents and students

learned more about the summer session coming in August.

The

summer meeting divided the students in to small advisory type
groups with staff and upperclass students.

The day focused on
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team building, school culture transmission along with standard
procedures and "need to know" information. The principal,
Frank K. Hewins, said " By helping incoming students feel
"connected" to incoming school's culture and traditions, we
believe we stand a better chance of keeping a high percentage
of our students in school and enhance their ability to reach
their future goals" (Hewins, 19995,p. 23) .
ROPE, a yearlong transition course in the eighth grade
year, was implemented around the country in a number of public
schools (Kessler, 1999-2000). This program followed an
academic design.
One transition program that lasted one full semester at
the ninth grade level, with class held each day, was founded
at Ingraham High in Seattle, Washington (Rosa Hernandez
Sheets, et. al., 1997). The transition program focused above
all on student achievement.
Parent involvement in the transition process included a
variety of activities, such as freshman open houses and parent
conference day (Voors, 1997) . Involvement of eighth grade
parents in the planning of high school schedules was an
activity viewed as a particularly important one (kidssource
. com 2) .
Two practices found in some transition programs that had
low student failure and dropout rates were middle school/high
school transition teams and a ninth grade teaching team
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(Hertzog, NASSP,1999,p.30). Both concepts emphasized
cooperation and commitment among ninth grade teaching staffs
and middle school teachers.

Rather than blaming the middle

school staff for the lack of preparation of the ninth grade
students, teachers came together to determine what they could
do to affect the dropout and failure rates.

Transitioning Special Needs Students

Transition programs for students with special needs were
mentioned in some of the literature.

Mention is made of

special education students meeting individually and separately
with counselors, IEP teachers and parents at the end of their
eighth grade year and before the ninth grade classes begin
(Hewins, 1995) . The importance of acknowledging the need for
additional assistance with this population is reiterated by
others in the literature(Cummings, Maddux, Casey, 2000).
Transition programs with special needs students referred
most commonly to the plans that were developed for the
students for employment when leaving high school.

There was a

strong feeling, by Cummings, et. al, that the plans were not
developed early enough to help the students be successful
post-secondary level.

Perhaps this planning should occur in

the meetings with parents and I.E.P. staff in the transition
conference in the spring of the eighth grade year.
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Secondary English language learners were another special
needs group who required consideration in transitioning
activities for the eighth grade students.

As these teens most

often had already been in a transition state or phase over the
years, they needed special attention, as well. Having moved
from one country to another, one school to another, one
language to another, they were needing thorough communication
of expectations of the high school culture, language,
behaviors and goals.

This was not difficult to do but took

time and energy, recognition of the issue and a commitment to
this goal.

Research Supporting Parental Involvement in Schools

There was an abundance of research that supported parent
involvement in the schools.

In fact,

~

The research evidence

collected as of now can not be disputed. When schools work
together with families to support learning, children tended to
succeed not just in school, but throughout life.

In fact, the

most accurate predictor of a student's achievement in school
is not income, nor social status, but the extent to which that
student's family was able to:
•

Create a home environment that encouraged learning

•

Expressed high (but not unrealistic) expectations for
their children's achievement and future careers.
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•

Became involved in their children's education at school
and in the community" (Wherry, 1998, p. 1).

Study after study in this country has shown that parent
involvement in their child's education was critical to that
child's success.

Interestingly, with increasing age of the

child, parent involvement was shown to diminish and even be
extinguished, as the student entered middle and high school
grades.

This may be the result of a number of factors.

Several reasons might explain this apparent discomfort and
lack of involvement at the secondary level with their
children. The standards that students today are being asked to
master are significantly more difficult than most of their
parents ever faced in school and this could be a cause of
anxiety and or embarrassment. Many parents felt they were not
capable of assisting their teens with their studies. Parents
needed help in this area and needed encouragement to stay
involved and informed, said the Parents as School Partners
study.

~Parents

are much more likely to become involved when

teachers encourage and assist parents to help their children
with schoolwork" (Henderson,T. & Berla, N., 1995,p4).
Parents might simply be uncomfortable and insecure in the
school setting. Perhaps some felt intimidated by those who
were more educated than they. Perhaps some did not feel
welcomed by staff nor wanted or welcomed by their own
children.
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As parents of adolescents, involvement in the student's
schooling must take on a different look than it did in
elementary school.

The common parent roles of volunteer in a

classroom or chaperone on a field trip, are often not
appropriate(Baker, 2000, p.27). As the curriculum becomes more
difficult, Baker says, parents are less able to help in the
classroom.

Adolescents need and want different types of

involvement from their parents.
A research project begun in 1994 called Parents as School
Partners recommended different and new ways for adolescents'
parents to participate in the education of their teen (Baker,
2000, p.29).

These included: educating the parents about the

school policies and procedures, encouraging parents to join
committees to set policies and procedures and having parents
work at school behind the scenes where they are not with their
son or daughter.

Parents were asked to demonstrate a respect

and appreciation for teachers and learning. Talk positively
about school and be involved in it personally, modeling your
own value for education was a strong recommendation to all
parents.
Whatever the reason was that a parent felt uncomfortable
in the setting of the secondary school, educators needed to
encourage parents to participate with their children,
throughout the remaining four years.

When treated with

respect and as equals in the teaching of their children,
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parents wanted to help.

We must remember that.

"When they

are treated as partners and given good information by people
with whom they are comfortable, parents put into practice the
strategies they already know are effective, but have not had
the confidence or experience yet to attempt" (Henderson,A. and
Berla,N. 1995, p. 11). Teenagers need parents who have the
confidence to parent.

Schools must take the lead on this.

Parent involvement with teenagers has been linked to
teenager's academic success.

Eva Eagle found in a study of

high school student achievement that "Three everyday
interactions between parents and their high school-aged
children have a powerful effect on whether students go on to
postsecondary education: talking together, planning for posthigh school activities, and monitoring work" (Eagle, 1989,
p.l). She concluded that parents of any social class can
contribute to their children's post-secondary attainment.
The research is clear and nationwide school districts
have been asked to look at policies that encourage parent
involvement.

In fact,

funding is being tied to parent

involvement.

The recent legislation of Goals 2000 and Title I

monies, require parent involvement for funding (Baker, 2000,
p.26).
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Research Supporting
Parental Involvement in Transition Programs

Many transition programs in the literature addressed the
involvement of parents.
involvement than did not.

In fact, more mentioned parent
The manner in which parents were

involved was varied, but it was clear, parental involvement
was an important part in the middle school- high school
transition. Families needed support and information while
their adolescent was experiencing the physical move, as the
parents were also transitioning.
~The

shift to middle or junior high school is difficult

for most students and their families. When parents remain
involved, their children make a better adjustment, keep up the
quality of their work, and develop realistic plans for their
future"

(Henderson,A. And Berla N., 1995, p.18).

A Missouri

middle school felt that parents needed as much information as
possible about the high school and the middle school, to be
certain of their child's success, in the transitioning years
(Pohl, 1995) .
The most significant piece of research done on transition
programs and their correlation to reducing drop out rates,
very definitely sites the value and significance of parent
involvement.

This study, reported in 1997 by Smith,
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concluded that a transition program without parents was only a
partial program. The study showed that without all
participants in the transition included in a program, i.e.
students, parents and staff, the effect of the program on
students' subsequent drop out rates was not significant.
This study involved over 7,000 students and over 700 public
middle schools.
The middle school parent's role in the transition of
their student from middle to high school was significant.
Several studies concluded that not only was the student's
transition more successful, but the involvement of the parent
over the four-year high school period increased. Student's,
whose parents were involved in their schooling, had higher
achievement.

Review of Selected, Surrounding Yakima Area
High School Transition Programs

Six selected high schools from the Yakima Valley were
contacted and interviewed to obtain information on their ninth
grade transition programs.

Specifically, information

detailing the following components was solicited:
1.

Time of year, time of day

2.

Length of program

3.

Staff participation, required or voluntary
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(
4.

Upperclass student participation

5.

Selection of upperclass students

6.

Activities for ninth grade students

7.

study skills curriculum

8.

Social skills curriculum

9.

Parents involved, freshman parents

10.

Upperclass parents involved

11.

Daily planner proviqed

12.

Food service provided

13.

Evaluation tool used to measure program success

The High Schools and spokespersons contacted included:

Eisenhower High School
702 South 40th avenue
Yakima, Washington 98908
Mrs. Beryl Lennington

A.C.Davis High School
212 South 6th avenue
Yakima, Washington 98902
Mrs. Barbara Pickett
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Wapato High School
West 9th Avenue
Wapato , Washington 98951
Mrs. Mary Klarich

Highland High School
17000 Surnmitview Rd.
Cowiche, Washington 98931
Mrs. Geneva Glanzer

Selah High School
801 N. First Street
Selah, Washington 98942
Mr. Jerry Holsten

La Salle High School
3000 Lightning Way
Union Gap, Washington 98901
Brother Dan

An analysis of information obtained from the above

institutions revealed that six characteristics were generally
common to all six of the selected ninth grade transition
programs. They included:
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1.

Upperclass students were involved: All six schools

utilized their upperclass students in the transition program.
These students served as hosts for the incoming students, role
models, counselors and familiar faces/friends.

They were

included to help make the ninth grade student more at ease and
help them feel welcome.
2.

Social skills curriculum were used: All six schools

made time for some team building activities.

Effort was made

to make the ninth graders feel a part of the school.

A ropes

course was used by one school, skits were used, and games were
played by the other schools.
3.

Rules and Guidelines of the school were presented:

All six schools provided some time to review expectations of
the student body with the ninth grade students.
4.

Transitioning parents were not included in the

student transition activities. Parents were provided
information. This was done through newsletters and parent
nights in the spring. Parents were not included in the
students' transition activities.
5.

Success of the programs as they related to student

achievement was not measured.

Evaluation of the programs was

based on how those who participated "felt".
6.

No quantitative data was collected as the year

progressed to measure the success of the freshman that
participated.
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Each of these schools that were interviewed felt very
strongly that their transition program was necessary.

Each

believed it had a positive effect on their students. Yet, none
had determined criteria for measuring the effect.

Each felt

that was very difficult to do.
One school said their freshman failure rates were down a
significant number but this could not be tied to the
transition program as the configuration of the ninth grade
school setting had been changed at the beginning of the school
year.

This did not allow for any control group for

comparison. An underlying suspicion was held that the
configuration change was more likely responsible for the drop
in the failure rates, than any transition activities were.
The programs all were voluntary and the attendance of
ninth graders varied by school.

La Salle, the only private

school of the group, had the greatest percentage attending,
close to one hundred percent attended.
The use of the teaching staff varied a lot.

It ranged

from all the staff being involved to no teaching staff being
present, to a small crew of teachers being paid and present.
Parent volunteers were used in some of the six schools.
Four of the schools did some transition activities twice
in the year, one in the spring and then one before school
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began.

The other two did their transition program in August,

before school began.

Summary
The research and literature summarized in chapter two
supported the following themes:
1. Transition is a psychological process that begins with
an ending and requires assistance to successfully negotiate
the journey of change.
2. Transitioning to High School is not an easy process
for most students and occurs at a challenging and critical
point in the life of a teenager.
3. Difficulties during the transition year manifest
themselves in numerous ways including dropping out of school,
lower academic achievement and increased substance abuse.
4. Review of selected, existing transition activities
and programs demonstrated clearly that those programs that
included students, parents, and staffs and used three
or more activities, did have a positive effect on student
academic and social achievement.
5. Transitioning special needs students requires
additional time and activities, beyond the basic transition
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program, and earlier connections with these students and their
parents.
6. Parental involvement in schools and in transition
programs does have a positive effect on the success of
transitioning students.
7. Review of selected, surrounding Yakima area high
school transition programs indicated transitioning programs
have strong similarities yet are designed for each individual
building's school and community needs.

CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURES OF THE PROJECT

The purpose of the project was to develop a model program
for the eighth grade graduates from Naches Valley Middle
School transitioning to the ninth grade at Naches Valley High
School.

The intent of the program was to increase ninth grade

student academic and social success. Selected relevant
information from the literature was used as a guide and
information gathered from selected High School transitioning
programs in the Yakima Valley was studied.
Chapter 3 addresses:
1.

Need for the project

2.

Development of support for the project

3.

Planned implementation of the project

Need for the Project
The need for the project was influenced by the following
considerations:
1.

The author was a teacher at Naches Valley High School

for four years prior to beginning the project. The author
observed many freshman students who did not experience success
in the high school setting, during their ninth grade,
transition year.
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2. In depth research related to difficulties encountered
when transitioning from Naches Valley Middle School to Naches
Valley High School further confirmed the need for development
of a program to help students.
3. Developing an effective program to transition students
from Naches Valley Middle School to Naches Valley High School
not only prevents students from dropping out of school it can
head off peripheral problems, as well.
4.

In undertaking this project, the writer sought to

assist students in a successful transition from Naches Valley
Middle School to Naches Valley High School.
5.

Undertaking the project coincided with the writer's

graduate studies in Educational Administration at Central
Washington University.

Development of Support for the Project
Following the writer's fourth year of teaching all ninth
grade students at Naches Valley High School, increasing
concern had built about the lack of success many freshman
students were experiencing.

This lack of success was seen in

the failure of classes and the subsequent loss of credit.
followed most of them throughout their high school careers.

It
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Several dropped out and many failed to graduate from Naches
High School where they had begun. Others who taught freshman
students experienced the same frustrations as the writer.
This problem historically had been passed off as "just the way
it is and they'll figure it out when they get their failing
grades at the end of the first semester". Waiting until the
students failed seemed unnecessary and unwise. Once the first
grade point averages were on the permanent transcript, it was
significantly more difficult to earn a grade point average
that would be acceptable for entrance into post high school
programs. The need for some sort of intervention was clear.
The writer began discussing plans for developing a
transition program with several co-teachers and a student
assistance counselor at Naches Valley High School.

Further,

discussions were held with the administrators and counselors
at Naches Valley Middle School who were from the very
beginning, enthusiastic and supportive about such a program.
Several parents of students at Naches Valley High School were
also involved in discussions about implementing a transition
program. Contact was made with selected high schools in the
valley to query the perceived value of their own transition
programs. The interest and support on all parts was strong.
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Additionally, ninth grade students and upperclass
students at Naches High School were surveyed. The students
were asked what they thought about a transition program for
incoming ninth grade students.

They were very supportive of

the idea and volunteers were numerous from the student ranks,
to work on such a project should it be instituted.
Finally, the writer sought money from a variety of
sources to fund the project. The high school administration
did not believe there was any money in the high school budget
to allow such a project to proceed. Naches Valley Middle
school administration was strongly supportive of the
transition program. They willingly committed what limited
money remained from a grant the middle school had obtained. A
search for more monies continued. As some money had been
secured and other money from a grant to the student assistance
program had been committed, the transition project proceeded.

Planned Implementation of the Project

The project was designed and developed to be used in the
Naches Valley School District.

It was expected that the

program would be in place in August of 1999.The program in
Chapter 4, was implemented in August 1999 at Naches Valley
High School.

All incoming freshmen from Naches Valley Middle
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School were invited to participate as well as all of their
parents.

Over 95% of the class and their parents did

participate in the project.

99% of the Naches Valley High

School staff voluntarily participated in the program.
The program was evaluated within two weeks of the date it
happened.

Incoming ninth graders were surveyed, as were

parents of incoming students, the high school staff, student
mentors, and the parent volunteers. Recommendations for
improvements and plans to continue the project in the
future were to be made within two months following the
program.
One of the limitations of the project was that no
provision for collecting and analyzing quantitative data was
made.

It seems likely that this could be done in the future.

It is recommended that one would look at the following data,
at the end of each semester in the school year as potential
indicators of success or failure of any transition program for
ninth grade students:
Numbers of discipline referrals
Number of students failing classes
Numbers of students achieving less than a 2.0 gpa
Number of students dropping out of school
Number of students continuing on to post secondary
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Comparison of such data with the classes who did not have
a transition program, the graduating classes of 2002 and
before, would be valuable. Further comparison of first and
second semester data could identify decreases in the negative
behaviors and increases in the positive behaviors if the
project was a success. Unfortunately, this was not done with
this project.

The programs in the valley that the author

reviewed, did not have this type of data, and had not
attempted to collect it, at the time of the interviews.
The literature reviewed showed some of this type of data
collection had been done on transition programs. There is
evidence for the education community demonstrating some
transition programs do have a positive effect on student
achievement.

CHAPTER 4
THE PROJECT

A transition plan for students entering Naches Valley
High School titled " A Model Program for Transitioning
Students from Naches Valley Middle School to Naches Valley
High School" was developed and is presented here in Chapter 4.
The plan's intention was to prepare Naches Valley Middle
School eighth grade graduates for Naches Valley High School.
The transition plan was developed to help the incoming
freshman student be more academically and socially successful
in his or her ninth grade year.
The following fifteen sections describe in detail the
design, development and implementation of the program:
Section 1: Conception
Section 2: Budget
Section 3: Calendar
Section 4: Content of the Program
Section 5: Transition Program schedule
Section 6: Breakout Sessions
Section 7: Student and Staff Mentors
Section 8: Parents
42
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Section 9: Day-Timers/ Custom student planners
Section 10: Guest Speaker-Risky Behaviors
Section 11: Special Needs students
Section 12: T-shirts
Section 13: Barbecue
Section 14: Correspondence and Publicity
Section 15: Evaluations

A MODEL PROGRAM FOR TRANSITIONING STUDENTS
FROM NACHES VALLEY MIDDLE SCHOOL
TO NACHES VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

Anne McCormick Berg
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CONCEPTION
This orientation program was developed to help
transitioning students from Naches Valley Middle School to
Naches Valley High School, complete a successful ninth grade
year, in both the academic and social arenas.
It has been shown that students and their parents who are
comfortable in their school, respect themselves and the other
members of the high school community, know the expectations
set out before them, understand the rules and are clear about
the path they must take in order to succeed in high school
will be more successful in their high school career than
students who do not. The transition program developed for them
hoped to accomplish these things.
This program oriented both the student and his or her
parents in the academic and social programs of the high
school.

Along with this was an effort to develop respect for

all members of the Naches Valley High School community.
Research has shown that entering freshmen would be more
comfortable in their new surroundings and these students would
be more successful academically and socially in their ninth
grade year, if they had participated in a full freshman
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orientation program. It was the hope and belief that freshmen
would have greater respect for the building, staff and upper
classmen, and have a sense of ownership in their school when
they had been involved in such a program, as well.
High school staff who taught freshmen students were
surveyed as to their thoughts about making freshmen more
successful in the high school setting.

Each and every one of

them agreed that they could and would support the development
of a transition program of some sort.

Each agreed to help.

Upperclass students at Naches Valley High School were
surveyed prior to developing the transition program.

The

students were asked how they felt about their own freshman
experience and what activities they felt they would have
benefited from. They identified several areas they would like
to have been better informed about and generally validated the
research that said a full transition program would have helped
them be more successful in their freshman year.
Research indicated that the transition of eighth graders
was most successful when their families were directly involved
with the process. This transition program was developed with
"incoming" parent involvement and with help and mentoring
features from "upperclass" parents as well. From the
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beginning, parents of upperclass students were involved. These
parents were interviewed about parent needs during the middlehigh school transition period.
Connecting the incoming students with upperclass mentors
was planned for as a result of the NVHS upperclass student
surveys. The plan was designed to assist the freshmen in
connecting with students who were already successful at NVHS
And willing to share their knowledge and offer support.
Strong administrative support came from the Middle School
level. Their administrative team; Principal, Vice Principal
and counselor, all believed in development of a transition
program for their students moving to the high school. The
support of the middle school made it possible to carry out a
successful program.

They were on board from the start and

assisted in brainstorming what the high school transition
program might look like. They shared their past successes and
the difficulties they experienced with their own transition
programs.
There was no high school administrator interested in
establishing a plan for transition. The high school
administration did support the development and implementation
of a program produced voluntarily by a staff member. The
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program was developed and implemented and the evaluations
indicated it had been a success.

Additionally, this project

brought a great deal of community support to the school.
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THE BUDGET

The following items were identified as potential
expenses: staff, guest-speaker, student planners, postage,
food and T-shirts.
The transition program was funded primarily by two
grants. The first one was a Safe and Drug Free Schools grant.
This was district grant money that the Middle School coordinated for use in the high school transition program. The
second was a Teen Aware grant received from the state for use
at the high school.
Donations from two local businesses were received to help
with the cost of food.

Pepsi Cola donated the soda pop for

the workday lunch. The pizzas were purchased from Figgaros, a
local pizzeria that discounted the price, and an anonymous
donation.
The staff volunteered their time.

Only two staff did not

participate in the program. The staff was allowed to use this
evening before school as one of the district annual mandatory
supervision activities.
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The additional expenses were picked up by the high school
operating budget. A copy of the total budget is presented
here.

Transition Program Budget
Income:
Teen Aware Grant- $350.00
Safe and Drug Free Schools Grant- $1200.
Donations- food, prizes for team competitions
Naches Valley High School budget-$755.35
Expenses:
Guest Speaker

$718.00

($600. + travel/meals)

Day-Timers

$791. 35

(175@ $4.30)

T-shirts

$350.00

(50 @ $6.00
Plus screening)

Barbecue

$350.00

(350 @ $1.00)

Mailing

$ 96.00

(300 @.32)

Totals

$2305.35
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CALENDAR
The following is the calendar that was developed to
complete the program for transitioning students from Naches
Valley Middle School to Naches Valley High School.

Spring
Prepare an overview of the goals and purpose of orientation.
Share this with and invite staff who are interested in
improving freshman success to meet to discuss an orientation.
Discuss the possibility with administrator.

May
Committee develops a plan to carry out orientation.

Survey developed to give to upperclass students about the need
and value of an orientation.

PTSA, upperclass parents contacted to determine willingness to
help in orientation.

Contact middle school administration for their thoughts on an
orientation for incoming kids. Administration says go ahead.
Search for money begins.
Special needs students: meet with high school Resource room
staff, middle school staff and student's parents. Second
Language Learners meet with their high school teacher
and their parents for scheduling.
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June
Select students to be mentors.
Invitation to these selected students is issued.
Meeting held with those students who accept the mentor job and
expectations are discussed.

Administration and superintendent discuss the plan.
Meeting with superintendent.
Planning goes forward.
staff told of the planning, at a staff meeting. Invited to
help if interested. Committee meets again to divide up
responsibilities.

Meeting for clarification on guidelines for use of the grant
money.
Hire speaker for orientation.
Hire photographer for school pictures, on orientation day.
Obtain bids for DayTimer-planners for freshman students.
Look at other schools DayTimers--select NVHS format.
Create, write and collate materials for NVHS personal
DayTimer-planner.

Contact middle school counselor for student lists of incoming
students. Counselor from middle school agrees to "group " the
incoming students into small groups for mentoring.

Contact upperclass mentors .... ask for commitment again.
Student mentors design T-shirts for mentors to wear.
T-shirt pricing done.
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contact other teachers, who work with freshmen, to be mentor
teachers.
Contact upperclass parents to be in charge--Of the parent panel.
Of the cooking at the barbecue.
To gather four parent volunteer workers.

July
Submit DayTimer to publisher.
Obtain lists of "grouped kids" from counselor.
Committee Meeting held.
Details worked out.
Schedule developed for each day.
Each member receives a packet of the DayTimer to
familiarize him or herself with.
Lunch for Aug. 25th. Arrange for donations for pizza/sodas.
Letter mailed:
Each incoming freshman family, inviting them to the
barbecue and orientation.
Letter mailed to mentors to update them on their
responsibilities and ask for their T-shirt sizes.
Letter mailed to all staff asking for voluntary
participation in the barbecue on the 30th of August.
Assign mentors to incoming groups of students and mentor
teacher.

Develop lesson plans for teaching the study skills sessions on
orientation day.
Include games and activities to teach the
materials. Make copies for each mentor teacher.
Mail a set to each mentor teacher and ask him or her to become
familiar with the material.
Outline schedule for August 25th, workday with mentors.
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Arrange for T-shirts for orientation staff and mentors. Get a
set bid price.

August
Order T-shirts.
Meet with school cook to order food for the barbecue.
Meet with custodians to arrange for special items: tarp on
floor in gym 8/30. Cafeteria set up on 8/30 and then taken
down for speaker 8/31.

Librarian-media specialist- set up for 8/30 and 8/31
microphones.

Class schedules for incoming freshman- get these ready.
Copy and alphabetize in a box to be at the front door for Aug.
30th. One for each student and one for their parent.

Parent Packets - include materials for parents at the
barbecue ......... wi th each schedule.

Meet August 25th-training student mentors/staff.
Orientation Night and Barbecue -August 30th.
Orientation Day- August 31st.
Evaluation by students, staff on Aug. 31st
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September
Mail parent evaluation forms to those who attended.
Committee meets to evaluate recommended changes and celebrate!
Mentor groups meet once during the month to check up on all
freshmen.

June-end of school year
Evaluation of the orientation again by freshmen/staff.
Evaluation of the academic success of freshmen.
Comments on the effects of the orientation.
Planning for fall of 2000 class orientation.
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CONTENT OF THE PROGRAM
The transition program had five components to it:
presentation of information specific to the day to day
operation and regulation of Naches Valley High School;

study

skills, time management and organizational skills; parent
involvement; peer and staff mentoring; and risky behaviors.
To best assist the incoming ninth grade students achieve
success, the orientation program needed to include information
about many different things.

One of the keys in transition,

Bridges concluded, was to tell those involved all you can and
tell them again, and tell them again about the way things will
be in the new situation.
just that.

This model transition program did

Information was given to the freshman on all of

the following:
Map of the school building
School rules, policies and procedures
Routine and special bell schedules
Lunch schedules and procedures
Locker assignments and regulations
Clubs/activities **opportunities, policies, procedures
Athletics**opportunities, policies, procedures
Dress code
Attendance policy and procedure
Grading policy
Graduation requirements
School calendar
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The information that was presented to the incoming ninth
graders was delivered in three different ways. It was
presented to them in the evening in the form of a custom
DayTimer or daily planner. The planner contained school
policies, maps, schedules and more. Secondly information was
presented to them with their parents at a gathering in the gym
that same evening. The third time it was presented was the
next day with their mentor teacher and student mentors.
The transition program provided information in the area
of study skills.

Research showed during transition from

middle to high school that student achievement decreased in
the ninth grade year for a number of students.

The staff at

Naches Valley High School observed over the years that
incoming ninth graders often did not have sufficient
organizational and study skills to be successful.

Hence, a

component of the transition program was a section on study
skills, time management and organizational skills.
Research had shown that risky behaviors such as teen
involvement with cigarettes, drugs, alcohol and sexual
activity increased with entry in to high school.

Although

many of these behaviors began in the middle school, the effect
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of using was seen in the high school, often as reduced
academic achievement within the ninth grade population.
Rather than leave this somewhat sensitive arena
unmentioned, this transition program addressed the issues. A
well-known Pacific Northwest speaker was hired to address both
parents and students during the transition program.

This

speaker had been at Naches Valley High School on two previous
occasions and was a huge hit with the student body. In fact, a
student was the one who originally recommended this person.
Parents heard the presentation the evening of the transition
program and the students heard it the next day.
Parents were a significant component of the transition
program.

Not only were parents of the incoming students

invited, parents of upperclassmen were included as well.
Believeing the volumes of research that showed student
achievement was higher when parents were informed and involved
in their children's education, parents had to been included.
Research on transition programs further validated that piece
showing that students who participated in transition programs
that did not have parents involved, did not do statistically
better than kids without an orientation program. Transition
programs with parent involvement were far more successful.
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Parents were invited to attend with their incoming ninth
grade student in the original invitation sent to all eighth
grade Naches Valley Middle School graduates. The parents
attended separate sessions from their teens and were included
in the evening portion, not the daytime meetings.

Upperclass

parents helped the staff put on the barbecue, present a panel
to answer questions incoming parents might have and shared
ways to become involved in the high school experience.
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TRANSITION PROGRAM SCHEDULES
There were three days in the transition program for which
schedules were necessary.

The workday was held one week ahead

of the transition program and was for student and staff
mentors.

The actual program took place one evening and the

next full school day, the first day of the 1999 school year.

WORKDAY SCHEDULE
August 25th- lO:OOam -3:00pm
10:00- Meeting with mentor staff and student mentors
Go over goal and purpose of orientation
Ground rules and what to do "if .... u
Put into teams and handout lists of incoming freshman
on their teams
Agenda for today, barbecue night and orientation day
Handout each team's Planners, schedules, T-shirts

11: 00-3: 00- Jobs for the Day
Students: gather materials for poster making contest
make name tags- buttons for team members
Copy schedules and label
File schedules
Make welcome banners
Deliver Planners to rooms
Phone freshmen team members and personally invite
them to the barbecue

Staff: Go through teaching packets/activities

12:30pm-

Planners- Copy and make parent's packets
Meet with individual mentors for your team and
discuss who will do which part .. student or staff
in breakout sessions
Lunch when ready*******Pizza and Sodas
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TRANSITION PROGRAM SCHEDULE

MONDAY EVENING

Students

6: OOpm

Parents

Greeted by faculty/ admin./cheer

Greeted by mentors

Given planner, their class
schedule for fall classes

Parent-packet given to each
Given one copy of their teen's

small groups work on posters
in the gymnasium

Tour school with cheerleader

6:30

Dinner with parents

fall class schedule
guides

Dinner with mentors

7:00
Freshman sit with groups in
gym for principal/v.p. presentation
on policies attendance, grades,
behavior, athletic eligibility,

Parents seated with parents
listen to same presentation
in the gymnasium

drugs/alcohol. Parents and kids
will be in gym together and each
will hear the same rules presented.

No ambiguity !

7 :30
Kids stay in gym
and Learn fight song w/Mr. P.
and the cheerleaders. Explain
Pep assembly rules and expectations

8: 0 0-9: 0 0 Scavenger Hunt

Parents move to cafeteria for
Parent panel presentation
Questions and Ans¥ers

Brad Henning presentation
on risky behaviors
(seated in cafeteria)

*** parent packet= handouts in a packet form for parents on the topics
covered in the administrators' presentation .. use pages out of our

daytimer and student handbook)
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TRANSITION PROGRAM SCHEDULE
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

7:50am- 2:30pm
**Freshmen, mentor teachers and upperclassmen only**
All freshmen will be with mentor teacher and upper class mentors all day
in their assigned groups. No upper classmen except mentors should be
near. 10-12 grade students should be in the gym. Lock gates so they do not
disrupt the process.

7:50-8:30
Break out session #1 in mentor teacher's own classroom.
Ice Breakers----include kids who didn't come last evening
Planners and schedules handed out to students not at evening

8:30-10:30
Brad Henning-Guest Speaker- Auditorium style seating.
Risky Behaviors

10:30- 11:00
Breakout session #2 ...

11:00- 11:30
Breakout session #3 ..... Teacher's classroom
ASB picture taking -teachers rotate kids between breakout and
pictures. Mentor groups go one at a time and return to class

11:30- 12:00
Breakout session #4 ... Teacher's classroom

12:00-12:30
Breakout session #5 .... Teacher's classroom

12:30 -1:00
Lunch-Cafeteria, freshmen only

1:00-2:00
Planner-What is in it? Prepare for game--Teacher's classroom

2:00-2:30
Group contest with planner information- Gym
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BREAK OUT SESSIONS
The two transition program days are organized in to break
out sections.

Monday night sessions include poster making, a

scavenger hunt and group competitions. The program on the
first full day of school has five numbered break out sessions
plus two sessions late in the day. The following section has
information detailing the break out session's contents.

BREAK OUT SESSIONS -DIRECTIONS
This is a letter to staff mentors, mailed out prior to
the workday/training session on August 25th. Solely two staff
members on the committee developed these packets.

Kristin

Fife Johnson and Amanda Stegen gathered the information and
made the packets.

They took the information from a variety of

sources, including the West Valley High School Goals 2000
program. Johnson was a student at West Valley High School and
attended their orientation several years before.

Some of the

products are from the Time Tracker Company that produced the
custom planners the author developed.
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Hello Fellow Faculty Mentors,
This packet may look intimidating; it certainly was to photocopy! We
wanted you to have an opportunity to see what we are hoping to cover with
freshmen on the first day of school.
Before you groan, a few words about
its contents and organization so you can tell we really are trying to make
this as user-friendly as possible!
1.
For each breakout session we have created a packet. You will
see a title page for each topic. Most of them contain additional
information: purpose, content and activity suggestions.
2.
Cover the topics in the order that makes the most sense to you.
The schedule includes five 30-minute blocks.
We hope the freshmen
will all have some instruction and discussion on the same topics,
but we also hope you will all make the most use of your individual
style and specialties so each freshman has a unique and memorable
experience.
3.For most of the topics we have included more activities than you
will have time to do.
While that made these packets large, we
wanted to stress that we will not all be following the same line
by line lesson plan.
Use as many of the included activities as you
would like, and feel free to use some of the great activities you
have in your own stash.
4. When we meet together on 8-25, we will go through the new
planners for that session.
We can also answer questions and discuss
any and all parts of these packets that need clarification.
5.

The packets include teacher materials and one copy of the
student handouts.

6.

Thanks for making the time to become familiar with these
materials so we can use the 25th as efficiently as possible.

Enjoy the rest of the summer and look forward to starting school this year
In an exciting new way!

Your organizing committee, All of us!!!
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MONDAY NIGHT STUDENT SESSIONS
POSTER MAKING
(Team Building)

SCAVENGER HUNT
(Building Tour)

GROUP COMPETITIONS
(Team Building)

Poster Making: The goal is to choose a team name and a theme.
Make a poster to hang in the gym representing
your team.
Scavenger Hunt: Teams will be given lists of items to be
located in different parts of the school.
Prizes will be awarded for team who finishes
first.
Group Competitions: Teams will play games; the number depends
on time allowed . Student mentors will run
these events such as egg toss and three legged
races. Prizes will be provided for the
winners.
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BREAK OUT SESSION:

TEST TAKING SKILLS

P-25

TEST TAKING SKILLS
Purpose: students will learn effective test
preparation as well as learn and practice
test-taking strategies.
Materials included:
Learning Styles survey, description of each
style and tips on effective review
strategies for each style
General Study Tips
Text on test-taking strategies
Sample questions from each type of test
for students to work through or for group
discussion
*This material lends itself to lecture. Rather than just reading to
the students, have them share strategies they already use and
reinforce their good habits and then offer the ideas they don't
mention.
*The learning style information can be applied and discussed in
depth. Students generally like this topic. This is a short survey
and has some shortcomings. Most people use more than one
style, school settings almost demand it.
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Learning Style Inventory
INSTRUCTIONS: The Learning Inventory describes the way you learn and how you deal with

Iideas and day-to-day situations in your life. Below are 12 sentences with·a choice of four
Iendings. Rank the endings for each sentence according to how well you think each one fits

I

with how you would go about learning something. Using the spaces provided. rank a "4" for
the sentence ending that descirbes h6w you learn best, down to a "l" for the sentence ending
that seems least like the wav you would learn. Ee sure to rank all the endings for each
sentence unit. Please do not make ties. Use your first impulse. Don't try to over analyze it. No
one else will see our res onses. Ne ative totals at the end are oka .
I. Wben I learn:
I like to deal with
my feelings.

I like to watch
and listen.

2. I learn best when:
__ I trust my hunches
and feelings.

_ I listen and watch _ I rely on logical _ I work hard to
carefully.
thinking.
get things done.

3. When I am learning:
_ I have strong feelings
and reactions.

_ I am quiet and
reserved.

I tend to reason' _ I am responsible
things out.
about things.

4. I learn by:
_feeling.

_watching.

_

5. When I learn:
__ I .am open to new
expenences.
6. When I am learning:
I am an intuitive
person.
7. I learn best from:
__ personal relationships.
8. Wben I learn:
_ I feel personally
involved in things.
9. I learn best when:
__ I rely on my feelings.
10. When I am learning:
_ I am an accepting
person.

I like to think
about ideas.

thinking.

I like to be
doing things.

_doing.

I look at all sides _ I like to analyze _ I like to try
things, break them
of issues.
things out.
down into their parts.
_ I am an observing _ I am a logical
person.
person.
observations.

_ I am an active
person.

rational theories. _ a chance to try out
and practice.

_ I take my time
before acting.

I like ideas and
theories.

_ I like to see results
from my work.

_ I rely' on my
observations.

_ I rely on my
ideas.

_ I can try things out
for myself.

I am a reserved
person.

I am a rational
person.

_ I am a responsible
person.

11. \Vhen I learn:
_ I get involved.

I like to observe. _ I evaluate things.

I 2. I learn best when:
_ I am receptive
and opcnmindcd.

I am careful.
.p-25b

_

l analyze ideas.

I like to be active.
_

I am practical.

Learning Style Inventory
How to determine your learning style:
A. Add up the total of each column on the front. Mark the number on the front and transfer it ·

to these blanks as well.
1.

2.

3.

4.

. E. Subtract total #2 from total #4. (4 - 2 =)

Answer:

c.

This is your horizontal axis score.

Subtract total #1 from total #3. (3 - 1 =)
Answer:

This is your vertieal axis score.

D. Draw a dot on each axis to match your above answers.
E. Draw a line that connects your dots. The quadrant that contains your line tells you your
dominant learning style.

·27

·tS
-!~

·13

·12
·11

·1".l
• 9

. a

10
11

SOME TIPS ON STUDYING FOR TESTS
AUDITORY LEARNEKS
1. Have a quiet place to study
2.

Say your notes o~t. loud, chant infonnation to a "beat." if learning facts

3.

Lip read to yourself

4.

Study orally with a friend

5.

Use a tape recorder to review information

VISUAL LEARi\!ERS
1.

Study in a clutter-free environment

2.

Write out notes from lectures and texts

3.

Highlight notes with yellow felt markers

4.

Make use of

5.

Use 11 rnappiiig 11 for taking notes and reviei1, or two-column notes.

6.

Visualize notes---"see" information mentally to recall facts

11

visuals" in text--graphs, maps, charts.

KINESTHETIC~TACTILE

LEARNERS

1.

Hay need rrore frequent breaks--use a clock to set up definite study times

2.

Try to

3.

Try to cover a specific amount of information

4.

Hove around when studying, walk back and forth, sit on the floor,etc

5.

Use your fingers to name off ideas or items or facts

11

beat the clock 11 , set up 20 minute segments for study and
before you take a break

6. Write infocmation on 3 x 5 cards in different col.ors of ink, stack the cards
in categories, review by color
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Preparing for a Test/Exam
1. A void cramming; start studying before the test
date. Study on a regular basis. (hit again in study
skills session)
2. Confirm what kind oftest it will be and precisely
-vvhat material it will cover.
3. Memorize the facts and formulas you will be
expected to use. Use memorization aids like
acronyms and word association.
4. Review your notes. Highlight or underline key
points.
5. Skim any reading the test will cover. Carefully
reread any material you are unsure of.
6. Quiz yourself by answering questions from your
text, from your teacher; and even better, questions
you make up for yourself or study partners.
Answering in writing takes longer but is more
effective.
7. Master enough that you feel confident!
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Taking a Test with Confidence
In addition to kno-vving the material on a test, it is
advantageous to lmow the format of the questions.
In high school you will encounter three basic types of
tests: Objective, Essay, and the WASL.
OBJECTIVE TESTS include True/False, Matching,
Multiple Choice, and Completion Questions.····
ESSAY TESTS include short and long essay questions.
The W ASL includes a variety of questions, focusing on
application questions.
(See sheets in this packet for specific tips and practice
items)
This is a chance to remind students that the 1oth grade
W ASL really covers information :from the 7th grade
through 10th grades!
*Have them share experience on 7th grade test.
*Share the list we received of things teachers can do
to help students prepare (included) and encourage them to
take some responsibility on their ovvn. Notice that many
of the tips overlap with the tips you vvill have already
discussed.
p-2sf

You Can Yelp Your Students
Improve Their Performance
On the WASL
ESD 105
Adapted from "Trends, Tendencies and Areas of General Need from the State
Assessment". Delivered at Spokane, Washington summer Reading Institute.
•

Make sure your students understand the difference between stating the
main idea and summarizing the text.

•

On assignments and in discussions expect your students to support their
answers with details from the text.

•

Expose your students to a variety of text genres.

•

Make sure your students know how to describe, persuade, predict and
outline a text.

•

On assignments and in discussion, expect more than one word, short or
terse answers.

•

When students are asked to compare and contrast information, expect
them to describe both similarities and differences.

•

On assignments and in discussion, if students give answers that are
"sort of right", help them to elaborate and clarify their thinking.

•

Ask questions, which require students to answer beyond the literal
level.

•

Expect students to read directions and to follow them carefully and
completely.

•

When taking the WASL tell students to read and follow every part of the
directions.
If they have difficulty, coach them to do as much as they
can.

•

From answers which may possibly all be correct, ask students to pick
the "best" answer.

•

Encourage kids to write, write, and write on the WASL.
One of Nina's
rules is "students can not write themselves out of a score point."
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Day One: Listening Assessment.
Directions to the Student
Today you v,ill take the Washington Grade 10 Student Assessment in Listening. This is a
test of how well you understand what you listen to.
For this test, your teacher will read aloud to you two editorials that take opposing
viewpoints. You will not get to see the editorials, so you must listen carefully. You may
take notes while you listen and after you listen. Then you will answer questions in your
test booklet. There _are two different types of questions on this test. There are multiplechoice questions, which require you to choose the best answer. There are also shortanswer questions, for which you will write your answer on the lines provided in yciµr
test booklet.
Sample questions have been included. These sample questions do not relate to the
editorials you are about to hear, but they are inc!uded to show you the different types of
questions you will find on the test and how to mark or write your answers.
There are several important things to remember:
1. Because you will hear them only once, listen to the editorials very carefully. You
·will not be able to look at the editorials to answer your listening questions.
2. Read each question careful!}: Then choose or write the answer that you think

is best.
3. When you are supposed to write your answers, write them neatly and clearly on
the lines provided. You may use the format (for example, sentences, phrases,
paragraphs, lists, charts, and so forth) that best conveys your ideas. Your answers
v,ill be scored on their content and clarity.
4.

Write or mark your answers directly iJ1 your test booklet. Cross out or erase any
part of your work you do not want to include as part of your answer.

5. When you are supposed to select the answer, make sure you fill in the circle next
t0 the answer.
6. If you do not know the answer to a question, sbp it and go on. You may return to
it later.
7. If you finish the test early, you may check over your vrork.
8. When you reach the word STOP in your booklet, do not go on until you are told
to turn the page.
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Say:

Do you have any questions about what you are to do? (Answer
students' questions.) You will have about 30 minutes to listeh to tWo
editorials aud answer questions about them. Then we will take a
five-minute break before we begin the first part of the Reading Test.

Say:

Today you will listen to two sides of a co=unity's debate about
whether or not to build a new shopping mall. What are some of the
reasons it might be good to build a new .mall? (Allow time for response.)
What are some of the reasons it might not be good to build a new
mall? (Allow time for response.)
--

Say:

Look .at page 15 in your assessment booklet. There should be a
lightly shaded banner or bar across the top of the page and below it
should be the directions. The directions say ''Listen as the test
administrator reads two editorials. You may use the space below to
take notes on each." You may take notes wh:p.e you are listening; you
also will have three minutes after I read each editorial aloud to
finish taking notes. If you take notes while you Iisi;en;.be sure to
listen closely because I will read each editorial_oi:ily
ohce.
..
..
'·

~

Read each editorial aloud exactly as it appears on the following pages, takirig care to spea..lc
slowl.r, distinctly, and loud enough to be heard by all students. Pause a..fter each editorial,
givin;; students three minutes to make additional notes about what they feel is important.
Studonts may take notes in any form they wish, engaging in webbing, diagramming, etc. Note
taking v.ill not be sco:Fed.
Example Test

Editorial 1
I am Rita Carter, president of Carter Construction Company. I am one of the
developers of the proposed Bridgetown Mall, and so I have a vested interest in the
debate over whether it should be built. I do not pretend to be impartial, but I have
cons!.dered the pros and cons of the issue very carefully, and it is my firm opinion
that the mall will be a boon to Bridgetown.
Currently, the proposed site is used only for a minimal amount of farming. In a
surv1 ~y of the area last year, forty percent of the land was lying fallow. It was going
to wnste. Idle land, as wel1 as land used for farming, is taxed at a much lower rate
than co=ercial real estate. ·Bridgetown will gain over one million dollars in tax
:revenue if the land is converted to a mall. Land will be realized as an asset,
not a waste.
The mall will bring other benefits as well. Farms in this area use well water, but
wheit the mall is built, the city will extend its water service and install a new
sewage system. The old-fashioned u.se of wells '"-ill be elim.inated. IYioreover, new a..'1.d
i;v:ider streets will be built, making this section of Bridgetown more accessible. New
light ;.ng v,ill be installed, making the area safer. Finally, public transportation >vill
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Need I mo1tion the jobs the mall will create? The best estimate of the payroll for the
stores, ID.llnagement company, and maintenance crews for the new mall is close to
$40 millio a a year.
Even though there is a solid case for building the mall, there are those who say
"That's not enough." They oppose building the mall. Why? They say it will disturb
wildlife. L' the mall is built, my company will plant a new tree for every tree that is
cut down.
When all is said and done, there is one choice: Build the mall, and grow!
Stop to allc w students three·i:ninutes to finish taking notes.
liay: Now you Will have three minutes to finish taking notes before I read
Editorial 2.
After three minutes have passed, begin reading Editorial 2.
Example Test
Editorial!~

I run Hemy Payton, and I am concerned about the proposed building of the
Bridgetown 1'rfall. I am a long-time resident of the area in which the mall would be
built. I be:'ieve there are compelling argunients against building this mall.
Building ihe mall at the proposed site will be a mistake. First of all, it will harm
wildlife in. the area. This part of Bridgetown is the habitat of a number of birds,
notably rut endangered species of woodpecker. This bird nests in the old, hollow
trees that fill the area. If these trees are destroyed, they can't be replaced. A recent
Audubon :Society report made it clear that the trees that would remain after the
clearing of the area could not support this woodpecker.
There is another related issue here. At present, the area is one of the most beautiful
spots in the state. Nature is free and pure. The area is an ideal combination of
meadow, forest, and farmland. If the mall is built, this combination will be replaced
by an industrial complex. An increase in pollution is sure to result.
The mall's developers claim that building the mall will improve living conditions.
When an independent survey was ta.l;:en of homeowners in Bridgetown, their
overwhelrning response was ''We like it the way it is!" A large percentage of the
responde11ts were happy Tuith their current water and sewage arrangements. The
streets WE re good enough. In fact, some worried that new streets would bring
undesirable changes to the area. Recent statistics show that this area of Bridgetown
has the lo 1vest crime rate in the county.
Furthermore, who needs new jobs or tax revenue? Not the people in Bridgetown. In
the last fitical report from the state, the resiitients of OUT <Citv had a hi£her averacte
-
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any in the state. In each of the past five years it has shown a surplus. We don't need
thri jobs or taxes, especially when you consider the price to be paid.
Finally, the mall is a luxury, not a necessity. There is a shopping mall in nearby
Ril'ertown that can be reached by car in twenty minutes. So why build a new mall?
WE· will gain nothing by building a mall in Bridgetown. We stand to lose a lot.

Stc•p to allow students three minutes to finish taking notes.
Say:

Now you will have three minutes to finish taking notes before you
answer the questions in your test booklet. Do not turn the page until
I tell you to do so.

Afl er three minutes have passed,
say:

Now turn the page to answer the questions that begin on page 16.
After you begin, you should continue working until you come to the
word "Stop" in your test booklet. You may begin.

Observe students to determine that they have understood the directions. First help those
students who have questions. Then circulate among students, checking that they are. recording
thefr answers properly.
Wlten most students have finished writing,
say:

Stop. The Listening Test is over. Put your pencil down, close your
test booklet.
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Example Test
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Llls·t.~n11ng

1 V/b.at is the mal.n point of the first editorial?

0
0

A. Building a mall will have little impact on Bridgetown.
B. Building a mall will benefit the residents of Bridgetown.

0 C. Building a mall is a costly, time-consuming process.

0 D.

Building a mall is an idea that everyone accepts.

2 Based on the inforr6atioi:J in the first editorial, with which statement would
its author most likely agree?

0 A.
0 B.

Pollution is a major problem in the modern world.

0 C.

Habitats must be preserved at all costs.

0 D.

People need to save rather than spend money.

Financial growth is very important to a community.

3 Vibat is the main point of the second ecJitorial?

0 A
0 B.

Bridgetovm is an ideal community.
Farmers will lose their land if the mall is built.

0

C. Building a mall will have negative effects.

0

D. Increased taxes will burden the community.

4 Based on the information in the second editorial, with which statement
would its author most likely agree?

0
0
0
0

A. People need to protect the things they value.

B. Increasing the number of jobs improves the quality of life.
C. New business is the keystone to a successful economy.
D. The people in a community don't always know what is right for
them.
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Example Test
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Listening

5

According to the second editorial, why isn't the mall a necessity?

0

A. Goods can be bought at existing local stores.

0

B. People have other ways of spending their money.

0 C.
0 D.
E·

A similar mall is close by the proposed site.
People are doing their shopping by other means.

Tell which editorial's argument you would find more convincing if you lived
in Bridgetown. Explain your reason, supporting your answer with
information from both editorials.

? Which of the following is not an opinion given in one of the editorials?

0

A. The type of woodpecker mentioned is an important species.

0
0

B. An area's wildlife should be protected.

0

D. Bridgetown is a nice community, but it is too small.

C. Too many trees will be destroyed if the mall is built.
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Example Test
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Listening
Dire·~tions:

Listen as the test administrator reads two editorials. You
may use the space below to take notes on each.

Editiirial 1: Rita Carter

Editorial 2: Henry Payton
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Example Test
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D1siy One: Scoring Criteria for Writing Task A

Scoring Criteria
An effective piece of writing for this task demonstrates control
over the following elements:
.Content and organizf;.tion: In other words, the writing
>

•

maintains a clear focus on the topic and has supporting details;
provides logical organization and a whole, complete piece of
writing.

.Style: In other words, the writing
•
•

uses engaging and appropriate language for the intended audience
and purpvse;
uses fluent sentences, or phrases when appropriate, of varied
length and structure.

Standard conventions: In other words, the writing
•
•
•
•

contains complete sentences;
uses words, capitalization, and punctuation correctly;
contains grammatically correct sentences;
contains words spelled correctly.·
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Example Test
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Writing

Informational Memo
Day One: Writing Task A
:Directions: This is·the first of three writing tasks contained in this booklet. This
·Nriting task is designed to produce a short, timed piece of writing in which you
·Nill be writing a draft. You will have 20 minutes to complete this task. Please
:aote: The only piece of writing that will be scored for this writing task is
;your first draft. Your score will be based on the scoring criteria listed on
1;he previous page.-·

Community Reminder Memo
.!\. memo is meant to be clear, concise writing directed to a specific person or group
,Jf people. It clearly states its purpose and presents relevant information in an
·~asy-to-read

format. All important information should be included.

YOUR TASK
\Yrite a memo to a group of community volunteers reminding
them about the details of an upcoi:oing event.
Since this is an assessment of your writing ability, be sure to
refer to the scoring criteria provided to develop an appropriate
memo.
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Example Test
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Writin•g

Draft
"¥rite a memo to a group of co=unity volunteers reminding
t_:hem about the details of an upcoming event.

Use the lines provided 1;o WTite your draft.
,·
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Example Test
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Writing

Draft

.... ·...
·~·

Continue your draft on this page, if you need to.
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Example Test
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Mathematics

4 A friend calls you for help with the given transfonnation. Describe in
detail how you would produce figure B, from figure A, using only verbal
clues. The following terms may be useful in your explanation.

translate or slide
refiect or fiip
rotate or tum
20
18
-1-,-.

16
14
12

......................·-··-·····-··-···-·-···-·------···-·····-- ··--·····.. -··---·--·...;·-·············-···············---···········--·-·-··················· ·············--·-·-····--·-······
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Use the graph below to answer questions 5 and 6.
Favorite Sports of a Sample of 10th Grade Students
at Lincoln High School

Key

E5l

Basketball

EEB
D

Soccer

.

Volleyball

~ Swimming
.

D

".>

Other Sports

The students in Mr. Chan's class surveyed an additional 120 Lincoln High
School tenth-graders. How many of these students would you expect to
choose volleyball as their favorite sport?

0

A. 19

0 B.

23

0 c.

27

0 D.

45

Ei Which conclusion can be drawn from the graph above?

0

A The swim team has fewer members than the soccer team.

0

B. More tenth-grade students chose volleyball than soccer.

0 C. Basketball is the favorite sport among all students at Lincoln
High School.

0

D. Sv. imming is the least favorite sport among tenth-grade

students at Lincoln High School
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Example Test

7

Production workers at a local business are dissatisfied with their pay. The
owner of the business doesn't want to increase the workers' pay. Both sides
place the following ads, (which are true), in the local newspaper to gain
public support for their position.

XYZ Corporation Underpays
Production Workers

Highest Average Salary
In Entire County
Wouldn~

The records show that 80% of the
employees of XYZ earn the same
low yearly salary. These are all
production wor'«ers. Together, they
earn only 50% of the total XYZ
payroll.
Meanwhile, owner Keens earns 10
times as much as each of tbess .· _.· ·
workers.
It is easy to see that the
production wor'«ers are underpaid.
Thanks for your support of our
upcoming action.

you like to earn $16,000
per year? That's the average
salary of all 50 of us who work at
XYl Corp.- myself included. And
it's tops in the county for
production workers.
I make only°5% more than my
best-paid production worker. And
rny salary accounts for only 12.5% ·
of our total payroll.
Signed,
J.M. Keene
(ownerXYZ)

Since both ads are truthful, analyze the information in these two ads, and
explain four logical interpretations or conclusions you can make about the
salaries from the combined information. Clearly show how you arrived at
each statement.

---------------------------········------------
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Example Test
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IVJathernatics

10 In biology, Maria learns that a person's blood type is determined by certain
proteins that may be present or absent in the blood, as indicated by the
following table.

Proteln(s)
Found In Blood

Blood Type

A and B

AB

A only

A

B only

B

Neither A nor B

0

For class, Maria finds out the blood types of 5 couples and their children.
Each couple has 6 children. She makes the table below to display the
information she has gathered.

Blood Types
of Parents

Blood Types of
Each of 6 Children

0,A

A,0,0,A,A,O

A,B

B,0,AB,A,0,B

AB,A

AB, B, A, AB, A, A

0,0

0,0,0,0,0,0

B,O

0, 0, B, B, B, 8

p-25v

Example Test
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Mathematics

Maria has learned that 6 children in another family have blood types B, O,
B, B, 0, and A Based only on the infonnation in her table, tell what
conclusion Maria could make about the possible combinations of blood types
of the parents.
Explain your answer iri detail.

·······--·-------·---·------·--·-·---···--·····-·--·-------·----

------·--------
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Example Test
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l\liathemai:ics

11 A box holds some small cube-shaped blocks that are all the same size. Kim
tries to build a large cube out of the small blocks, but finds that he needs
6 more small blocks to complete the large cube.
Takashi builds a different-sized cube out of the same small blocks and finds
that she has 85 small blocks left.
How many blocks were in the box?

0 A.

0

B. 196

0 c.
0

121

200

D. 210

12 In a video game, the main character, Jamal, visits a country in-which the
currency is in zwangs, dools, and flits. It takes 5 one-dollar bills to equal one
zwang. If one zwang is 30 dools, and one dool is 50 flits, then how many
dollars is equal to 150,000 flits?

OA..

20 dollars

OB.

100 dollars

Oc.

500 dollars

0

D. 2,000 dollars
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BREAK OUT SESSION:

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS

P-26

..

ORGANIZATION SKILLS
From the big picture (life and high school) to
the small picture (that thing you call a
notebook!)

Purpose: students will see a relationship
between success in school and organizing
their lives around clear priorities and begin
to formulate these priorities. Students will
also experience 11getting organized."
Aciivities and Materials included:
Prioritizing lessons and activities
Grids for realistically finding free time in
the day and week
Notebook Making Activity
Organizer for iump start on iob and
college applications
Suggestions follow ...

p-26a

Prioritizing
1. Depending on time, discuss each sheet and encourage
them to do them at home, perhaps -vvith parent input. If
you have time, do them in class and then have them
share with parent.
2. Show the Planning Cycle overhead.
3. Do the "What's Important To Me," "Let's Get
S.M.A.R.T.," and "Prioritize: First Things First"
lessons.
4. Use the example on page 6 to illustrate the difference
between urgent and important. Have students share
their examples.
Scheduling
1. Students will be expected ·to record their class tests,
assignments, and school activities in their planners.
2. Now they must use their urgent vs. important thiilking
skills to schedule their work.
3. Use the daily planner w/s and have students fill it in
for an average day this first semester. They should use
pen or highlighter to block out all time that is
"prescheduled" for them. In the areas that are left they
should schedule the activities their daily planner tells
them they need to do.
4. Make sure they are realistic. Did they include a
shower after practice? Phone time? Meals?
p-26b

5. N o-vv have students move to the weekly grid. Block
out all time they have no control over. It is at this
point that many students realize that a test on Friday
may mean studying on Tuesday night if they plan to
attend late practice on Wednesday night and go to
Youth Group on Thursday night. No wonder they
always end up cramming for tests or doing their Math
homework during English class on Thursdays.
6. Point out that they must make good use of the time
they have control over. This often means referring to
their priorities!
7. When studying they get the most out of that time by
using good study skills (see that session).
8. They get the most out of school and study time if they
have an organized bag and notebook system!
Notebook Making
1. On Tuesday you will be able to pick up a grocery bag
containing the contents of a "messy backpack" (think Nathan
Lambert©).
2. Have your group dump the items out and get it organized
into folders and notebook sections.
3. Encourage them to discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of the different arrangements that are possible.

4.

When they feel "done" focus the discussion on the process as
much as the product. What else could this imaginary student
use to stay organized? (daily planner, pencil holder,
backpack, etc.) Can they anticipate vvhat types of
p-26c

organization they -vvill be applying to their first semester
schedule? Why not just heap it into a grocery bag?

Organizer for future applications
1. This is e.specially relevant for students whose longterm goals include post high school education or
getting a job.
2. Stress how much a running list will save them time in
the long run.
3. Use the included example by writing the column
headings up on the board and having them share some
examples. Add your own so they see the wide variety
they can keep track of. Encourage them to get the
phone numbers or addresses of the people on their list
while they are working so_ they always have it.
4. Many students can do this on home computers, but it is
just as effective on a piece of paper or in their daily
planner.
5. You might ask the upper classman mentor you have
how many activities they have to scramble to include
on applications if they didn't keep a similar system all
through school.

p-26d
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Time is your most valuable possession.
Use your time effectively with the

Premier Planning Cycle™
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Record of Activities and Awards
Activity or Honor

Babysitting

Date( s)

Summer 88

Responsible Organization
or Person

Description

Mrs. John Smith

3 children,
1-5 pm,wkdy

Student of the Month

Feb. 89

Art Dept., WVJHS

Community
Clean Up

JJJne 89

Northwest Church
Youth Group

Project 21

Aug 89

West Valley H. S.

Blue Ribbon

Oct 89

Central Wash. St. Fair

1st place
Calf Roping

May 90

Tampico Saddle Club
Roundup

p-261

weeded park,
painted benches
2-wk. voluntary
program of
study, thinking,
i I kill
welding (rack
for pickup)

8:00.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

8:30·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
9:00·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

9:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
11:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
11:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

12:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

12:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'-~~~~
1:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1:30·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

6:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
6:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
7:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
7:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

8:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
9:00~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
9:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10:30~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
11:00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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BREAK OUT SESSION:

LISTENING
AND
FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

P-27

LISTENING AND
FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

'·

Purpose: students learn and
experience the importance of
careful listening.
Activities included:
1. Drawing with a grid
2. Taking a silly test
3. Back 2 Back Directions
4. Communication Skills packet (3
activities)
Discussion Question:
What are some hurdles to good listening?
How does a student overcome them?

p-27a

.

REPORTS AND INFERENCES JI

(TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS)

Counting· the upper left hand corner square as one,-go directly down three·
squares and put a dot in the middle of the third square.
·Counting the upper left hand corr.er square as one, go directly to the right
five squares and 6ut a dot in the middle of the fifth square .
. Connect the two dots with a straight line,
Draw a straight line from the upper dot to the center of the lowest right
' hand square.
From the dot en the third square down on the left, draw a straight line to the
middle c< the lower right hand square..
......... .
Counting the .dot in the upper fifth square as one, count-down four squares.
Draw a circle in the fourth square so that its sides touch but do not go
beyond the sides of the square.
From this circle, move directly down to the next square and draw a straight
line from its upper left hand corner to its lower right hand corner and
from the upper right hand corner to the lower left hand corner so that
the lines bisect in the center cf the sqµare.
If students foilow directions accurately, all the drawings should look like the one here:

You may wish to discuss the need for concise information to make an accurate "picture"information that It aves no room for inferences.

REPORTS AND INFERENCES II
Your teacher will read the instructions for this section to you.

_::-·

p-27c

Back 2 Back Directions
Two way communication places responsibilities on both participants. This
activity will allow the students to experience that and create topics to
discuss.
1. Students are to be split into pairs.
2. Each pair wiH need duplicates of about 10 items. Use items you have in
your room.
Examples: 2 pair of scissors
2 pennies
2 sharpened pencils
2 textbooks
2 markers
2 paper clips
2 rulers
2 unsharpened pencils
2 pens
2 papers
Each pair can have different items than other pairs.
3. The pair should divide the items so they each have one "set."
4. The pair will now sit back to back so their desks face in opposite
directions.
5. One student arranges their items on their desk.
6. When the teacher tells them to begin, the student with arranged items
will instruct the other student on organizing their desk top in the exact
formation.
7. When the "instructor" is done, have them move and check their work.
8. Reverse roles, rearrange, and play again.
Variations/Challenges
1. Only the instructor talks, the partner may not ask questions.
2. The instructor may not repeat anything.
3. Don't let them use the common name for the items. (Rather than pencil the writing instrument made from wood.) *This may open up discussion on
language barriers and cultural differences.
4. Use compass directions rather than up, down, right and left.
5. When you get the "expert" pair, have the whole group organize a desk
with up to 30 items in a complex pattern and then let the group observe as
·
the pair try to copy it.
6. The partner with a blank desk may only ask yes/no questions to the
person who is looking at the pattern.
7. Set the two desks far apart and use other group members as the "gobetweens." They must whisper the directions down the line until it gets to
the partner trying to copy the pattern. *Discuss gossip, reliability of source,
etc.
ACCURATE AND USEFUL COMMUNICATION REQUIRES THE
CONCENTRATION AND COOPERATION OF ALL PEOPLE INVOLVED!
p-27d

Freshman Math Test
Please read all directions before you begin.
1.

Write your name in the upper left-hand corner.

2.

Write down how many people are in this classroom. _ _ __

3.

A large pizza has 6 pieces of pizza, and we want everyone to have at
least 2 pieces, how many pizzas do we order? _ _ __

4.

Write down the number of males in the classroom.

5.

If the boys eat 3 times as much as the girls do and we order 10
pizzas, how many pieces did the boys eat? _____

6.

How many girls are in the room? _ _ __

7.

Each large pizza cost $18. Using the answer to number 5, determine
the amount each girl should pay to cover her portion of the pizza.

8.

Go back and answer only the even questions.

9.

Follow the instructions only in ten.

10.

Fold your test so that the back page looks like a piece of pizza and
draw on all the toppings you love to eat.

p-27e
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BREAK OUT SESSION:

STUDY SKILLS

P-28

STUDY SKILLS
Purpose: to familiarize students with the
study skills necessary to be successful
students and to give them an opportunity to
practice some of these skills.
Activities and Materials included:
11
Developing Study and Research Skillsrr
from The Writer's Crah, one of our
Language Arts texts
11
The Study Zonerr handout for ideas and
•
review
Note Taking Activity (2 formats)
To practice some of the other activities use
examples from your content area and textbook.
Some of the sample WASL questions also stress
study skills. Challenge your group to come up with
examples. (Everyone ,writes a paragraph on what
they did this summer. Trade papers1 read 1 and
write a summary or paraphrase of that student s
experiences.)
1

p-28a
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l)c\·cloping Study
and Research Skills
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\·Vriring H;111dbook
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Rotation -- Notetaking

VERBAL CUE EXAMPLES
A.

Emphasis Cues are those which are given to focus attention on
important

information

Some examples are:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
B.

You need to know
You need to note
You need to understand
You need to remember
You need to underline
You need to think about
This is important
This is key
This is basic

10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1 7.

Listen carefully
Let me emphasize
Let me repeat
Let me explain
Let me make clear
Why is it?
The most important idea is
Don't forget that

Organizational Cues are those which are given to help the listener
understand the order,

sequence,

or relationship of .. the information

in the lecture.
Some examples are:

The topic is
Today we shall discuss
To introduce
First of all

11.
12.
13.
14.

5.

Second,

1 5.

6.

Then,

7.
8.

Next,

1.

2.
3.

4.

9.
10.
C.

third,

etc.

As a result
Main headings are
Will make several points

16.
1 7.
18.

19.

In the following order
In
To
To
To

conclusion
summarize
review
recap

To go back over

The major idea is
On the one hand
other hand
Lastly

on the

Mannerism Cues are used by a specific teacher, sometimes like a
habit, and indicate something to be noted is coming up.
Some examples are,

when the teacher:

1.
2.

repeats the words or phrases for emphasis
spells out important words

3.

lists

4.
5.

speaks more slowly
speaks more l·oudly

on board,

or reads a list,

allowing time to take notes

6.
7.
8.
9.

uses a different voice tone
asks questions not meant to be answered by
uses symbols - underline, star, circle

stresses certain ·words

p-28n

students

Rotation -- Notetaking

I. Notetaking Hints
A. have an adequate notebook
1. be better organized
2. won't misplace notes
B. think before you write
1. pick out main idea
2. summarize
3. list important facts, vocabulary, etc.
C. make notes neat and easy to read
1. leave lines between different topics· to separate them
2. leave good margins
D. develop shortcuts
1 . symbols
2. abbreviations
E. Review your notes
1. after class
2. before bed
3. next day
4. before test

(to be given as a lecture)

p-280

Rotation -- Notetakino
0

The interior of a space station will have many
of

the

comforts of home.

toilet facilities:
room.

help

Second,

First,

a shower compartment and a dressing

there \vill be an

astronaut~

exercise room i;vhich

~vill

keep in shape as well as give them a

chance

to view

areas,

astronauts can socialize,

relax.

it will consist of

the

scenery of outer space.
watch video

They can also play magnetic chess.

In lounge
tapes and
Next,

tronauts will enjoy private sleeping quarters.

as-

These

quarters will be equipped with special strappings to
hold the astronauts in their beds.
ta in

special

11

space clocks".

They will also con-

Astronauts will also en-

joy the space station's galley or kitchen.

Here,

tronauts can heat foods using microwave energy,

specially packaged food.
have a

storage room for

as-

and eat

The space station will also
pressurized suits.

the station will have an observation room.

Lastly,
It will be

located in the stern of the space station, and it will
be used for studying the stars and other space objects.

p-28p

Rotation -- Notetaking

SPACE STATION INTE·RIOR

1.

toilet facilities

1 a.

b.
2.

exercise room

2a.

b.
3.

3a.

b.
c.

d.
4.

4a.
b.

5.

Sa.
b.

6.

6a.

7.

?a.
b.
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BREAK OUT SESSION:

PLANNER

P-29

USING THE PLANNER
1:00-2:00pm

Give students time to use the planner.
Schedule written in
Classrooms highlighted on map
September activities calendar copied down (2 places)
Yearly calendar in two places
Go over handbook section with rules and regulations again.
Hit areas for hunt later.

HANDBOOK HUNT
2:00-2:30pm

A Competition between Groups
Use a game to review the contents of the handbook one more
time.

Bring team to the cafeteria.

way or sing the fight song.

Chant a team cheer on the

Sit together in the gym as a

team.

P-29a

EXTRAS FOR BREAK OUT SESSIONS:

EVERYTHING FROM ICE BREAKERS
TO
PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITES

P-30

PROBLEM SOLVING
Purpose: students work together using critical
thinking to solve problems and to develop
new friendships.
Activities:
Too many to list; use your favorites!
Discussion Questions:
What made this difficult? How did you work
through it? Etc.
*These types of energizers, ice breakers and
problem solving experiences make great
transitions, 1 'filler'' for extra time, or ideas for
the time period waiting for pictures!
*Encourage your mentors to take charge of
these times so you can participate with the
freshman and the mentors can work on
leadership skills!

p-30a
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ICEBREAKERS.....___......
AND GET ACQUAINTED ACTIVITIES
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ENERGIZERS!
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MOON PENNIES
I. PURPOSE/S:

To encourage students. to listen to one another.
To encourage students to think about things from a
"different" perspective.

II. PROCEDURE:
The leader of the group introduces this exercise reading or
paraphrasing the following.
A group of astronauts has just returned from the moon. They brought
back lots of things, but one of the more interesting things they returned
with were moon pennies. They found that these pennies can be used on
earth, but they can only be used to buy particular things. Your goal is to
decide as an individual what moon. pennies can be used to buy. I'll start
you out by giving you some clues.
When you figure out what moon pennies
can buy, don't tell anyone else the answer. You must help us out by giving
clues until everyone knows the answer.
Moon pennies can buy kittens, but not cats.
puppies, but .not dogs.
cookies, but not cakes.
Merry-go-rounds, but not carousels

If you think you know, make up your own sentences, and I'll tell you
whether you're right or wrong. Do not share suggestions with your
classmates.
More clues:
Wafla Wafla but not Yakima
Volleyballs but not nets
Tennis balls but not rackets
coffee but not Pepsi, Coke or Seven-up
Option: You can go around the room having each student ask a question:
Can they buy
?

p-30e

Perception

Procedure:
1. Make sure students are seated separately and allow no
communication in this exercise.
2. Distribute a copy of the handout to each student to that
half the group has "Trained Seal Act" and half the "Costume
Ball"
3. Direct the students to read their handout quietly to
themselves.
4. Turn the overhead on for a few seconds, just long enough
for them to "take it all in ".
5. Direct students to answer the questions on their handout.
6. Survey the students' responses to each of the ten items.
Students with the Seal act will probably answer yes to
numbers 2,5,6, and 10. Those with the Costume Ball will
probably answer yes to numbers 2,3,7 and 8.
Reveal the differences in instructions.
the overhead.

Let them look at

Discussion:
1. How does this exercise relate to influences on perception?
2. Can you give other real life examples of this kind of
situation?
3. How might all this particularly relate to the classroom and
School?
Background information: past experiences influence
perception in a number of ways. What we expect is one way.
It is called a perceptual set. We get ready to perceive
an event.

P-30f

PERCEPTION

Don't look at it just yet, but the picture on the overhead is a rough sketcl
of a trained seal act.
Now look at it quickly. Look at it only long enough to "take it all in,"
then look away. Now answer the questions below.
In the picture, was there:
Yes

No

3. A

N)

6. A whip?

1. An automobile

2. A man?

Yes

7. A sword?

,.

8. A man's hat?

worilan?

4. A child?

9. A ball?

5. An animal?

10. A fish?

PERCEPTION

Don't look at it just yet, but the picture on the overhead is a rough sketch
of a costume ball.
Now look at it quickly.

then look away.

Look at it only long enough to ntake it all in,"

Now answer the questions below.

In the picture, was there:

Yes
L

No

Yes

6. A whip?

An au!:"Jnobile?

2. A man?

7. A sword?

3. A

woman':'

8. A man's hat?

4. A

child~

9- A ball?

10. A fish?

5. An animal?
p-30g
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OUTPOST ZERO/YE OLDE TREASURE HUNT

/·.

r'
\

v.

PROCEDURE:
1. Pair students up.
2. Distribute Outpost Zero handout to each stucent. Announce that they will
have to improvise with scratch paper in place of the ruler mentioned in
the directions.
3. Pairs should work on the exercise until the:: 1 ve reached Outpost Zero or

given up in frustration.

(approx. 10 min.)

4. Turn on overhead with Outpost Zero transpar1~ncy so that the situation is

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

pictured on the blackboard.
Have the pairs in rotating order draw in chalk on the blackboard one direction
at a time, while the other pairs critique (or correct) their effort.
The correct conclus}on is attained.
Distribute Ye Olde Treasure Hunt handout to the students once again in pairs.
They have 10 minutes to locate the treasure.
Circulate---you may inform students only if their conclusion is wrong, not
why_ or by how much.
Depending on time constraints, either repeat the earlier' overhead procedure
on the blackboard, or take. the students thrc-ugh i t yourself.

VI. DISCUSSION:
1. What is this exercise designed to teach?

2. What did you find out about your own skills?
3. What were your ~veaknesses? strengths?
4. What can you do to make yourself better at :his skill?
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OUTPOST ZERO

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Murder Mystery
Purpose

I.
II.

To encourage students to listen to one another.
To challenge students' concentration and retention.

III.

To encourage group to work closely together.

Time Needed:

30 minutes or less

Equipment Needed: None
Materials Needed: One envelope with
15 clues
1 copy of the handout
Procedure:
1. Distribute the following handout of suspects, weapons and places.If you
have a really bright group, you can choose not to give this to them. It
will make i t much more difficult.
Suspect

Fred Frogf ace
Martha Mooselips
Barry Blowchips
Rhonda Rhinolegs
Arnold Armpit
Teresa Toejam
2.

Places

Weapons

Lawn Mower
Plunger
Vacuum Cleaner
Microwave oven
Tuba

Bunker Hill
Camp David
World Trade Center
Disneyland
The Sand Diego Zoo
Washington Monument

Read the following to the group:
Your goal is to find out who killed Bobby Buffalobreath, what weapon
was used and where the murder occurred.
The murder was done singlehandedly by one of the six suspects and the murderer used on of those
weapons at one of those locations. Each of your group members will be
given 2 or 3 clues.
You may read your clues aloud to the group as often as you wish, but
you may not at any time let other group members see your clues. You
may not write down any clues you hear being read to you.
You may not
use a writing utensil for any purpose at all.
You will be timed to
see how fast you
Are able to obtain the correct answers.
Reread the rules if you feel your students need it and ask if they
have any questions.
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3.
After answering their questions, distribute the clues so that
each student has two or three of the following clues:
*Fred Frogface did NOT rJo It.
*The vacuum cleaner was the only weapon at the San Diego Zoo.
*lithe murder weapon was a tuba, Barry Blowchips did lt.
*Fred Frogface had the oniy plunger.
*The murder weapon was not the vacuum cleaner.
*li the mut'ciec or::cur-ced at ti-:e Wae.rlinwton Monument, Martha
Moose! lps did It.
.
*The plunger was the ·only weapon a~ Disneyland.
*Arnold Armpit vas with Teresa Toejam when the murder occurrej.
*The tuba was the only weapon at Bunker Hill.
*Rhonda Rhinolegs was the only suspect at the San Diego Zoo.
*The murder did not occur at the World Trade Center.
*The only lawn mower was at Camp David.
*Teresa Toejam ·was at BunKer Hill when the murder occured.
*The murder did not occur at Camp David.
*There was only one suspect at the murder site.
<The answer ls at the bottom of this lesson plan.)
4.
Instruc~ students to begin and time them.
VI.

DISCUSSION:

<Your choice as they apply to, your group.)·

1. What is this exercise designed to teach the group?
2.
List some examples of group cooperation you observed whi !
doing this ~xercise.
f'•
3. What did you iearn from this activity.
"-···
4.
Wf1at frustrations did you have during this exercise?
5.
flow did you overcome your frustrations and complete the tJsk?
6.
In what ways do you feel the group didn't work well together?
7. Would it have been easier if you could have written clues down?
8. Why do we have so m1.1ch trou.1Jle 1 istening to. each other?
CYou can brainstor-n: answecs to this one, if .you wish.)
ANSWER TO MYSTERY:
Martha Moose! lps ki 1 led Bobby with a ml<.:;'ciwave
overn at the Washington Monument.
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TWO MORE...
Shape Tracing:
1. Students should be grouped in at least 4, up to 8 is OK
2. Have the students line up with about an arm's length between them and
all facing the s~e direction.
3. Give the student at the end of the line a simple picture (like a house) no one else should see or hear what it is.
4. Have the last student trace an outline of that picture on the back in
front of them. No verbal clues. Then that student will trace on the
next back, etc.
5. The first person in line will have paper and pencil. After feeling the
drawing on their back, they will draw the picture. Have the team
compare this picture to the original.
6. Have them discuss the activity and plan a better strategy and let them
try it again with a new picture.
**Some applications: the importance of writing something down while it is
fresh in your head (note taking), the problems with info after it has passed
through many people and interpretations (copying, primary sources,
accuracy), teamwork and relying on others, more...

Shape Making
1. You will need a rope - jump rope from PE?
2. Students should stand in a group and grasp the rope with both hands.
They should be somewhat spaced out, but can move when the
activity starts.
3. Have the students dose their eyes. Their hands must stay on the rope.
4. Give them a shape to. make. With THEIR EYES CLOSED they will talk and
move to shape the rope into the shape given.
5. Let them decide when they are done and have them open their eyes to
check.
**Some applications: communication, listening, group work and the roles
that are needed, trust, more ...
BUILD TEAM SPIRIT AND COOPERATION
DID YOU PARTICIPATE?
p-301

STUDENT AND STAFF MENTORS

The transition program needed to be carried out with
staff and with students.

It was indeed a large undertaking

that would require commitment from a significant number of
volunteers. The idea of a transition program was introduced to
both staff and students with an initial survey of the student
body.

The survey solicited the opinions of upperclassmen

regarding the potential value of a transition program for
incoming ninth grade students.
The survey introduced the idea to the staff and to the
students.

The student body's response was overwhelmingly in

favor of a program.

Their responses provided the author with

the impetus to continue the planning of such a project with
several young staff members.

These staff who were initially

involved in the concept rallied other staff members to commit
to being volunteers in the program.
A core group of staff then developed a list of student
leaders, male and female,

from the sophomore class.

This list

was developed using more than leadership skills as the
criteria.

Students who had shown respect for others and for

diversity were selected. Those who modeled desirable
behaviors, not risky behaviors, throughout school were
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included.

A letter was sent to each of the student leaders to

determine their interest.

The response was very positive. A

meeting was held with those who were interested. There, staff
reviewed their obligations to the program should they sign on
as student mentors.
The student mentors were signed on as a member of the
transition program team.

Each student committed to work at

different times during the summer and was available for the
work/training day.

Each mentor was scheduled for the evening

before school started and the full day of the program the
first day of school. A list of phone numbers and home
addresses was compiled for these students.

Phone contact

during the summer and mailed reminders were planned for.
Staff mentors were solicited at the same time as the
student mentors were. Enthusiasm launched the majority of the
staff in to a position of a volunteer mentor.

The staff who

agreed to participate were not all comfortable with the role
they might play and several decided to pair up.
The staff mentors were committed to the transition
program.

Several agreed to work through the summer developing

curriculum and taking care of the nuts and bolts details with
the author.

The core team brainstormed and put together the
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details that made the transition program run smoothly on
August 30th and 31st.
The research showed many different styles of mentoring
for both staff and students.

Big Brother/Big Sister programs,

student to student programs beginning in the eighth grade
year, and advisor advisee relationships with staff were a few.
This program selected to go with groups of freshman paired
with one teacher or two and two upperclass mentors; one male
and one female.

It was the easiest to arrange and carry out

and seemed to fit the needs of the program and the timing.
The idea of doing an advisor advisee program with the
freshmen students was very tempting.

The reality was that

this type of program would require a great deal of
administrative support, and time scheduled during the year for
the advisors to meet with students.

While this would have

been a perfect take off after the transition program, there
was not support at the administrative level for this.
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MEMO TO POTENTIAL STUDENT MENTORS

To:

Our Student Leaders

From: Freshmen Orientation Committee
Re:

Your help

Date: June 8, 1999

Happy end of the year! As you prepare for an exciting summer, we would
like you to think about, that's right, next year. A group of teachers
organizing a freshman orientation for the upcoming year have decided to
include upperclass students to join us in presenting to the incoming
freshman. It just so happens, your name came up! This is a very exciting
time for freshmen and there are many things they are uncertain about.
They have various fears and they have lots of questions.
The faculty selected students on the following criteria: the ability to
lead, promote school spirit, show respect to school authority and other
students, those who are not shy about speaking their mind toward
disrespectful students, and those who do not ~hangout" with questionable
peer groups.
We, as a concerned faculty, wish to ease the freshmen's
transition in this very important state of life, and hope that you, being
selected as a leader, role model, and a good conununicator, would join us
in this effort as you certainly can reflect on your own transition.
If you would like to be a part of this exciting new change, please join us
for an informational meeting in Mrs. Berg's room on Wednesday, June 9~
inunediately following school. We will talk about orientation dates, times
and responsibilities. If you do not come to the meeting we will assume you
are not interested or you're too busy and we will ask another student to
fill your shoes.
Thanks! We'll see you after school.

Mrs. Berg
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LETTER TO STUDENT MENTORS

July 19,1999
Naches Valley High School

Hi!
We are so excited you have agreed to be a mentor for our freshman
orientation.
It is an honor to be invited and you will find this is a
great group you have joined.
Letters have gone out this week to incoming freshmen.
This letter invites
them and their parents to the Monday evening barbecue, August 30, 1999 and
tells them about their orientation on Tuesday, August 31, 1999.
We need to meet one day before the barbecue and orientation, as a group.
On August 25th, we will meet and train you for your part in the
orientation.
Plan to be at the High School at lO:OOam. Dress casually and
we will furnish lunch.
You will be finished by 3:00pm.
Fall sports
practices may be going on so check with your coach and arrange to be with
us for all of the day or at least most of it, please.
The orientation barbecue is Monday, August 30m at 6:00pm.
You need to
plan to be at the High School at 5:00pm and finish at 9:00pm.
We will
provide a T-shirt for you to wear that evening.
August 31st is the first full day of school for all students. All freshmen
will be with our orientation crew...14 staff and 28 upperclassmen. All
other upper class students will be with the principal and the remaining
staff for that day.
They will be on a different schedule. On August 31st
You will need to be at school at 7:15am and you will be finished at
2:30pm. We will wear the T-shirts designed for orientation, on this day.
Please indicate below if you can not attend.... We hope this is not the case
but we need to know for sure! Also, tell me what size T-shirt you want.
Last, if you are willing to be in a skit, put on for all freshmen, tell me
that, too.
Please sign your slip of paper, tear it off and mail i t to me
in the enclosed, stamped envelope as soon as possible.
Thank you and we
are looking forward to seeing you soon!
Mrs. Berg

966-5746

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I will attend the workshop on August 25th
I can not attend the workshop on August 25ili

My t-shit size is
Name

I do want to be in the skit
Signature
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STAFF ASSIGNMENTS
Staff Mentors:
You will be assigned a small group of freshman students.
You will be paired with two upper class students.
Time commitment:
Workday/Training day for staff and student mentors
Aug. 25th_lO: 00 am -2: 00 PM
Barbecue and evening program session
Aug. 30th 5:00-9:00 PM
First day of school, all day transition program
August 31st
Optional but desirable:
Monthly, meet with students who are in assigned
group to check on them, and their progress in
school, individually or as a group when it works for
the mentors and kids
Staff Mentors
Kristin Johnson
Teresa Eims
Amanda Stegen
Joanna Ewart
Anne Berg
Iva Sands
Cindy Lounsbury
Glenna Hires
Brian Herting
Vance Jennings
Alan Miller
John Miles
Harvey Robicheau
Gary Patrick
Ron Deaton
Aram Langhans
Barbecue- Aug. 30th
The following staff and parents have agreed to help:
Kailan and Sue Dunn
Gene and Sue Hall
Greg Hires and John Gavin
Mrs. Jesperson
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WELCOME

to
1999
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
NVHS

.Student Mentor Pcicket
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Schedule for Mentors
Monday Evening
Attire:

wear your orientation T-shirt
Coordinate the T-shirt with jeans or khakis

5:45 PM: be in the gym ready to greet your kids!

Freshmen Students:

Freshmen Parents:

6:00 Greet students
Small groups work

Greeted by Faculty
Tour school w/cheer guide

6:30

Dinner with mentor
teacher group

Dinner with parents

7:00

Freshman sit in gym with
mentor groups.

Parents in gym with parents

Have your kids sit with_you
and not with other friends
or their parents
Presentation from administration on rules, attendance,
Behavior/discipline, athletic eligibility, drug/alcohol
Policy.

7:30

Mentors and freshman stay

Parents to the cafeteria

Fight song with Football
Coach and cheerleaders

Parent Panel presentation

Pep assembly conduct rules

8:00

Scavenger hunt

Guest SpeakerBrad Henning in cafeteria
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Tuesday Schedule
7:50 AM -2:30 PM

Attire:

same as last evening... remember your T-shirt

7:50-8:30 -

Breakout session #1- in teacher's classroom
Handout daytimers and schedules to anyone new
Ice breaker activities

8:30-10:30

Brad Henning- guest speaker
in cafeteria

10:30-11:00

Breakout session #2

classroom

11:00-11:30

Breakout session.#3

classroom

11:30-12:00

Breakout session #4

classroom

12:00-12:30

Breakout session #5

classroom

12:30-1:00

Lunch- cafeteria

1:00-2:00

Planner activities

2:00-2:30

Group contest with planner information
Gym

classroom

***ASB pictures will be taken this day and your
group will be contacted to come to the gym during
one of your breakout sessions.
Your mentor teacher will decide with you which
breakout session to do each time period.
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Mc;king c; Posfet
(Mondc;y Night)

1. The tecim needs to come up with ci ncime For themselves.
THEME?~~~~~~~-

2. The poster will be posted in the school to welcome them on
Tuesdciy.
3. The poster should include the tecim ncime cind student
ncimes.
4. Decorcite ;:ind be crecitive. Also be cippropri;:ite For school.
5. Students will be presenting the posters to the pcirents ;:iA:er
dinner.
6. Hcive Fun ;:ind finish!
Get ;:ioquciinted cind le;:irn ncimes. Encour;:ige them to work

together cind ;:ill thcit "lecidershippy stuff."

Student Mentor K~
1. Your "first cont<id" is import<int. Tty to step into their shoes cind
im<igine wh<it they need From you to Feel welcome <ind comFort<ible.
2. You <ire setting "tone." !(your <ittitude, body l<ingu<ige, <idu<il
l<ingu<ige or <inything else, communic<ites th<it you <ire bored, think this is
stupid, or other neg;itive vibes, they will pick up on it <ind not give the
experience '1 ch<ince. Be <iw<ire o( th is <llld be cqre(u I.
3. Be genuine cind let them know you <ire looking Forw<ird to more time
with them on Tuesdciy.

4. H<ive Fun with your Friends but not to the exclusion o( our Freshmen.
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PARENTS

Successful transition programs included parents of
incoming freshmen, the research said.

This transition

program included them and encouraged them to be involved in
their teen's total schooling process. Families were invited to
the transition program, not just students. Program times were
scheduled to accommodate as many working parents as possible.
Parents were provided with their own materials and encouraged
to read through them.

Parents had their own program, the

evening of orientation. Information was given to these
transitioning parents in small doses so that they could take
it home and digest it.

Parent Panel

Upperclass parents were called upon to develop a parent
panel. These parents had been asked about freshmen orientation
early on in the planning. They had made recommendations to the
author, confirming the belief that an orientation was an
excellent idea.

One parent in particular agreed to coordinate

the panel, develop the questions and recruit other members for
the panel.
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The panel met in the gym a few minutes prior to their
scheduled time and set up folding chairs, a table and a
microphone. The freshmen parents sat on the bleachers.
The theme of the panel was

~what

I wish I had known when

my teen began high school". The schedule gave the panel one
half hour to present their information and answer questions.
Six parents; moms and dads sat on the panel.
Freshmen parents were allowed to ask any questions they
might have, after the panel finished their presentation.

PARENT VOLUNTEERS
In addition to the parent panel members, upperclass
parents were asked to help out with the barbecue.

One parent

was asked to recruit four others to help. This happened early
on and these volunteers were eager to participate.

They

arrived about 5:30pm and cooked hamburgers for several hours.
The members of the panel and several other upperclass
parents assisted in greeting the new freshmen parents as they
arrived.

These incoming parents seemed relieved to see

familiar faces greeting them at the school door.

Upperclass

parents seemed genuinely happy to be there and participating.
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paizent panel
Zfizeshman Oizlentatlo.n
flu;;.ust 30, 1999

.Jnttzoduction - Sh4111ton l:Seitzeis
•;;::>a.rzenta.l 7}ea.rzs - .Jndependence us. too much firzeedom
•q;ea.cherz-Student-;;::>a.rzent ;;::>a.rztnerzship
•Quick overzvie11J ofi pa.net discussion topics - intrzoduce pa.rzents

flca.demic .Jn11ol11ement - 'l:Je66ie Sheppa.rzd
•J-lo11J &. 11Jh1f to 6e przoa.ctive 111lth student's tea.cherzs:
~'la.des, cla.sstzoom perzfiorzma.nce, discipline, etc.

2xtrza.-curzrzicula.rz - Cjene l:Seirzeis
•Why kids should 6e i1111olued
• .Jmporzta.nce ofi pa.rzent in11ol11eme11t

Attend.a.nee - Sue Cjodpey
•7fa.mily illness a.nd a.ttenda.nce
•flttenda.nce 6ecomes motze c'lltica.l in JiS {~'la.des& crzedits}
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Day Timers-Custom Student Planner
One major stumbling block that freshmen seemed to wrestle
with, at Naches Valley High School, was organizational skill.
Staff concluded that ninth grade students embark on the high
school trail mostly unprepared to balance all the things they
want and need to do in their day. Many transition programs
throughout the country focused on organizational skills, under
the heading of study skills. It was important to address this
in the transition program.
A number of school districts across the state provided
their students with a Day Timer or Planner, designed just for
that particular school building. In researching this concept,
the author discovered several different companies in the U.S.
produced the planners and provided a wide variety of choices
in design.
Naches Valley Middle School had a planner designed for
their school and had been using this concept for a number of
years.

Every student in the middle school received one at the

beginning of the year.

Students at NVHS were familiar with

the idea and used to using a planner to some degree, if they
moved from the Naches Valley Middle School to NVHS.
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Naches Valley High School had never provided a day-timer
or planner of any type to students.

The transition program

seemed like a great time to provide all ninth grade students
with a custom planner to help them develop organizational
skills they were lacking.

Beginning with the freshman class,

this skill would be developed for use in the succeeding three
years, hopefully, increasing the academic performance of the
student.
A.C. Davis High School in Yakima, just a few miles away,
had a custom planner with many likable features. The planner
that Naches developed was based on the Davis planner and with
the permission of A.C. Davis High School, several pages were
in fact total reproductions of the Davis planner.
The company selected to do the work had many styles and
sizes to choose from. Each had an excellent calendar with room
to record assignments.

Each had a section of "helps" in the

areas of science and math, social studies and English.

Each

style required development of custom materials for the book.
The NVHS student handbook was the basis for the materials
selected for the custom planner.

Additions, deletions and

revisions were made of the student handbook and the parts most
important to an incoming freshman were retained. New material
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and maps were put together to form the freshmen custom
planner.
These custom planners served several purposes. Each
student receiving a planner had all the vital school
information any ninth grade student would need; schedules,
graduation requirements, maps, school policies, clubs and
athletic opportunities, lunch schedules and much more.
Secondly, the free planner provided a vehicle for each ninth
grade student to organize him or herself daily. Thirdly,
throughout the planner were pages of anti-high risk behavior
messages.

This was an intentional piece aimed at addressing

destructive, risky behaviors ninth grade students sometimes
become involved in. Research supported all three of these
needs in transitioning students and the custom planners were
one way of meeting those needs.
The Safe and Drug Free schools grant was used to pay for
the custom planners. This grant required information on school
safety and the importance of being drug free.

The student

assistance coordinator developed seven pages of information to
be dispersed throughout the custom planner. The graphics seen
in the section following were developed for that purpose and
included in the planners.
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The attendance/ASE secretary finalized all the typing of
the planner, after school was out for the summer. It was sent
camera ready to the publisher. This was a terrific guide for
anyone new to NVHS. The cost of this service was not paid for
by the grant.

It came from high school/district monies.

The custom planners were to be used on a daily basis by
all freshmen.

All staff who taught freshman agreed to require

its use and agreed to follow up and give credit for following
through with it.
The custom planners were the focus of two breakout
sessions on orientation day.
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CUSTOM PLANNERS- CONTENTS
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Naches Valley High School

Freshman Handbook
This planner is designed for you as a freshman at NVHS. It is intended to
help you make the most of your time in high school.Welcome and we wish
you a successful and rewarding year. This is not intended to replace the
parent-student handbook. It is simply a tool to enhance your first year on
campus at Naches, home of the Mighty Rangers. "Go Big Blue!"
This Planner belongs t o - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone and address

----------------

(

Naches Valley High School
101 West Fifth Street
Naches, Washington 98937
(509) 653-2342 .
(509)457-8781

Administration
Mr. Nick Eddy
Mr. Robert L. Ames
Mr. Del Cruzen

Superintendent
Principal
Vice Principal and
Athletic Director

School Traditions
School Colors - Blue and Gold

School Mascot - Ranger Bear

Fight Song
Oh we are the mighty Rangers ! Lead us on to Victory ! Let our name be known
forever, from the mountains to the sea . Let our spirit go undaunted through defeat
or victory, for we are the Mighty Rangers, oh the mighty ones are we.
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Naches Valley High School Staff

Counseling
Mrs. Hires -·Student Assistance
Mr. Mulalley - Counselor

Teachers
Teacher
Room
Mrs. Berg306
Mrs. Croshaw
404
405
Mr. Deaton300
Mr. DunnMrs. Eims203
202
Mrs. EwartMr. Freisz Band
303
Mr. HallMr. Herting 402
Mr. Jennings 206
Mrs. Jesperson - 404
409
Mr. JettonMrs. Johnson 407
Mr. Langhans - 401

Mr. May 205
Mr. Miles Library
Mr. Miller 408
Mr. Patrick - 408, Gym
Mr. Peyser
Mrs. Reynolds - Library
Mr. Robicheau
403
Miss Sands - 200, 304
Mr. Sprouse - 406
Mr. Stauffer - 201
Ms. Stegen - 400
Ms. Ullom - Band
Mr. Walker - 408, Gym
Secretaries:
Mrs. Curtsinger
Mrs. Hursh

Lunch
2
2
2
1
2
1

Subjects
Family Consumer Science
Business/Office
Business Education/Algebra
Agriculture, Metal Shop
English 9/10
Spanish, French
Ranger Band
Technology Related/Leadership
Physical Science, Advanced Science
English, Drama, Humanities
Business/Office
CP English 12, English 10
World Geography
Physical Science, Chemistry,
Physics, Math/Science Research
Mathematics
Librarian, Satellite Courses
World Problems, Wa. History
Social Studies/PE
Driver's Ed.
ESL
Mathematics
Art, Annual, Journalism
Special Education
U.S. History, Chinese
Biology, Advanced Science
Chorus
PE, Social Studies

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2

2
2
1
I
I
2

Para-Pro Staff
Nurse
Mrs. Lounsbury - PE
Mrs. Johnson
Mrs. Hite - Music
Mrs. Langhans - Special Ed.
Mr. Roberts - Ag.
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Welcome from your ASB President, Luke .McEiroy
As your associated Student Body President, I am pleased to welcome you who are
new to Naches Valley High School. Your years in high school will be short, so enjoy
yourself as well as setting your goals high and planning your future life.
The best advice I can give you is to work hard, set your goals and strive for them, have
pride in the .school and carry with you much spirit, because our school is what we make
of it.
ASB Officers
President * Luke McElroy
Secretary* Jason Meloy
Ad Manager* Jessica Sheppard
Accounting Chair * Abby Drollinger
Activities* Dennis Carlson
Dances

c

Vice President * Joby Clark
Treasurer* Tracy Kenniston
Leadership Chair * Joe Snyder
Recycling * Bryce Robbert
Asst. Activities* Tim Hubert

Dances are sponsored by school clubs and organizations. All after game dances
are schedules to end by 11 :30 p.m. All major dances are scheduled from 8:0011 :00 pm. NVHS students only and their guests are admitted to the dances.
Guests are admitted only with a guest pass. A guest pass must be issued by the
office no later than noon on the day of the dance. Dance prices for after game
dances are $2.00 for an individual and $3.00 for a couple, with an ASB.
Homecoming is considered to be a major dance. Major dance prices vary.
Major Dances include :

Homecoming Winter Tola Spring Tola
Mom and Dad Dance Junior /Senior Prom
Student Fees

Associated Student Body card (ASB) $23.00
Gives the student holder free admission to NVHS games
Discounts on dance fees, annual fees
An ASB is required to participate in athletics
School lunch: Ala Carte $1.50 (individual prices may vary)
Milk $ 35
Annual : $40.00 with A.S.B. card
School Insurance : available through the main office
Class fees : Varies yet some classes have additional fees
example.. Driver's Training, some Ag. and woodshop classes
School Clubs and Organizations
Student Council
Ranger Band
Choir
Annual Staff
Gold "N"
Pep Club FF A (Future Farmers of America) FHLA (Future Home Leaders)
Drama Club Foreign Language Club Honor Society
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School Calendar of Events
Teacher work
Days

School starts/

Ends *****
Early Release
Days !!!!

No School for
students

August 30- Freshmau Barbecue
August 31- First Day of school
September 6- Labor Day Vacatiou
September 27- No school for studeuts- staff iuservice
October 8- No School - Professioual day
November 3- No School for studeuts- staff iuservice
November 1-5- Coufereuce Week- early release m,t,th,f
November 11- No school-Veteraus Day
November 25-26- Thauksgiviug Vacatiou
Dec. 20- Dec. 31- Christmas Vacatiou
Jauuary 17- Martiu Luther Kiug Jr. Day
February 21- Presideuts' Day
March 17- Professioual Day
April 3-7 - Spriug Vacatiou
May 29- l\IIemorial Day
Juue 13- last day of school
Juue 14- teacher work day
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NVHS operates on a four period day schedule, Monday through Friday. Each
freshman student will attend a minimum of four classes, daily. Some students
will have a split first period and thus will attend two classes, each forty five
minutes in length. This applies to band and choir student primarily. Students
have one lunch period, either first or second lunch. The lunch period is
determined by thei_r third period class.
The school building is open at 7:00 a.m. The library is open at 7:30 a.m. The
first bell, at 7:40 am rings as a warning that first period will start in ten minutes.
The second bell at 7:50 announces the beginning of first period. Students not in
class in assigned seats at 7:50 are tardy.

BELL SCHEDULE
7:40 Warning Bell
7:50 - 9:20
(7 :SO - 8:35)
(8:35 - 9:20)
9:25 - 10:55

1st Period
lA
lB
2"" Period

First Lunch Students
10:55 - 11 :22 Lunch
11:26 - 12:56 3'0 Period

Second Lunch Students
10:59 - 12:29 3'" Period
12:29 - 12:59 Lunch
4•• Period

1:02 - 2:32

EARLY RELEASE {Half dav schedule - lunch is served after classes)
7:50- 8:40
7:50 - 8:15
8:15 - 8:40
8:45 - 9:35
9:40 -10:30
10:35 - 11:25
11:25

!st Period
lA
lB
2" 0 Period
3'0 Period
4•• Period
Lunch

ASSEMBLY SCHEDULE
7:40
7:50 - 9:20
9:20 - 9:45
9:45 -10:59
First Lunch Students
10:59 -11:29 Lunch
11 :33 - 1:03 3'" Period
1:10 - 2:32

Warning Bell
!st Period
Assembly
2"" Period
Second Lunch Students
11:03 - 12:33 3'0 Period
12:33 - 1:03 Lunch
4•• Period
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Student Rights and Responsibilities

In a democratic society it is proper that the students be granted, within
their school community, the same rights that have been established for our society
as a whole. At the same time, schools can legitimately expect students to accept
certain responsibilities.
Regarding student rights, it is understood that each student is guaranteed
by the constitution and state statutes the same inalienable rights of all citizens. In
those cases where students feel that their rights have been violated by school
persons or procedures, the students are guaranteed due process so that the issue (s)
may be resolved. The process is outlined in the student handbook.
Regarding student responsibilities, it is understood tlmt students must meet
reasonable expectations of conduct while attending school. This ensures the
smooth operation of school programs so that all persons attending may receive
their "equal" educational opportunity guaranteed by the law. That there is a direct
relationship between rights and responsibilities is also understood; that is, rights
are not granted without corresponding responsibilities.
It is further understood that disciplinary action will be taken when students
fail to be responsible for their behavior. Discipline may include temporary
removal from a class, an activity or a total day; short term or long term
suspension; or, in severe situations, expulsion from school.
Assemblies
Attendance at all assemblies is mandatory.
Closed Campus
Students cannot sign themselves out of school. Students are not allowed to leave
the school grounds at any time during school hours without written permission.
Conduct and Courtesy
Students will be responsible for proper conduct at all times. Because all adult
members of the staff (including teachers, secretaries, nurse, custodian, etc.) are
responsible for the operation of the school, the cooperation of all students will be
required.
Cooperation with School Personnel
Students must obey the lawful instructions of school district personnel. Refusal to
cooperate can result in a long-term suspension or expulsion.
Balcony
No horseplay or throwing objects over the balcony into the library is permitted.
Beepers, Cassettes, CD Players, Cellular Phones, Lasers and Radios
These are not allowed on school grounds.
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Clean Campus
Students are expected to pick up after themselves and keep the school campus and
cafeteria free of all litter.
Drugs & Alcohol
Students are not permitted to possess, use or be under the influence of any
alcoholic beverage or illegal drugs while on school grounds or at school functions.
Destruction or Theft
The destruction, damage or theft of school or other persons property is forbidden.
Fighting or Acts of violence
Fighting and violence is not permitted on school grounds or at school sponsored
events.
• Gang Activity
Policy included in following section.
Identification
All persons must, upon request, identify themselves on school grounds, or at
school sponsored events to Naches Valley School District personnel.
Improper Language
Freedom of speech shall not include the right to use obscenities or to slander
another. Swearing. and profanity are not accepted.
Intimidation (Written or Verbal)
Statements threatening extreme harm, death, or damage to students, school
personnel, or buildings is prohibited.
Library
The library is open during school hours and is to be used as a library. No food or
drink is allowed in the library.
Lockers
At the beginning of the school year, students will be assigned a locker in which to
store belongings. The following suggestions will help students prevent locker
problems. Learn your combination by memory. Keep a record of your
combination at home. The combination for lockers will only be given when
lockers are assigned. Do not tell anyone your combination. Do not put pictures,
stickers, pennants on lockers. Drawing and writing on lockers is not permitted.
Lock both hall and PE lockers.
Medication
School employees are not permitted to provide medication to students unless
written permission from a parent or guardian is on file in the nurse's office.
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Off-Campus Events

Students at school sponsored off-campus events shall be governed by school
district rules and regulations and are subject to the authority of school district
officials.
Search and Seizure

School officials may conduct searches of lockers or other properties assigned to
individuals if they have probable cause to believe that contraband is contained
therein.
•

Sexual Harassment

Policy is included in following section.
Skate Boards and Skates

Skate boards and roller skates/inline skates are prohibited on school grounds for
safety reasons.
Smoking & Tobacco Products

Smoking and chewing on school grounds is prohibited; this includes possession.
Snow

Snowball fights are not permitted on school grounds.
Student Dress

Student's dress and appearance shall not present a health or safety problem or
cause disruptions of the educational process. Hats are not allowed in the
classroom.
Student Valuables

While the school takes reasonable precautions against theft of student property,
we assume no responsibility for lost or stolen articles. Students are advised not to
bring valuable property to school or leave in vehicles.
Vehicles/Parking Lot

All vehicles must be registered in the office. Students are not to be in cars, and
freshman are not to be in the parking lot, except for when arriving and leaving
school.
Visitors

All visitors must first report to the main office. A visitor may visit the school
only with prior permission from an administrator.
Weapons at School

Naches Valley High School has a zero tolerance policy for weapons of any kind at
school, or at school sponsored events. A weapon includes, but it not limited to:
any firearm, any dangerous weapon a1'~'if/P-fd in RCW 9.41.250, and any devise

knife that opens by force or gravity or centrifugal thrust, any knife with a fixed
blade, saber, sword or dagger, "nun-chu-ka" sticks, "throwing stars", any air gun,
air pistol or air rifle designed to propel a BB pellet or other projectile, electric
stunning/shocking devices, any explosives or incendiary devices, including
firecrackers or any other type of party explosives, or any object which looks like a
weapon, such as a toy or "dummy" gun, knife or grenade.
Young Children
No young children are to be attending Naches Valley High School with their
parents or babysitters.
• Sexual Harassment
This district is committed to a positive and productive education and working
environment free from discrimination, including sexual harassment. The district
prohibits sexual harassment of students, employees and others involved in school
district activities. Sexual harassment occurs when:
• Submitting to the harasser's sexual demands is a stated or implied condition of
obtaining an education or work opportunity or other benefit;
• Submission to ·or rejection of sexual demands is a factor in an academic, work
or other school-related decision affecting an individual; or
• Unwelcome sexual or gender-related conduct or communication interferes
with an individual's performance or creates an intimidating, hostile or
offensive environment.
Sexual harassment can occur to a student, student to adult, student to student,
adult to adult, male to female, female to male, male to male, female to female. If
any of these violations occurs to you, see the principal, vice principal, counselor,
teacher, or para-professional immediately. The district will take prompt, equitable
action within its authority on reports, complaints and grievances alleging sexual
harassment that come to the attention of the district, either formally or informally.
Allegations of criminal misconduct will be reported to law enforcement or Child
Protective Services. Persons found to have been subjected to sexual harassment
will have appropriate school district services made reasonably available to them
and adverse consequences of the harassment shall be reviewed and remedied, as
appropriate. Sexual harassment will result in appropriate discipline or other
appropriate sanctions against offending students, staff and contractors. Sexual
harassment on school property or at school activities will result in access to school
property and activities restricted, as appropriate. Retaliation against any person
who makes or is a witness in a sexual harassment complaint is prohibited and will
result in appropriate discipline. The district will take appropriate action to protect
involved persons from retaliation. It is a violation of this policy to knowingly
report false allegations of sexual harassment. Persons found to knowingly report
or corroborate false allegations will be subject to appropriate discipline.
• Policv and Procedures for Zero Gang Activity
Naches Valley High School is committed to providing a safe learning
environment for all students. Anything that interferes with that safe environment
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which initiate, or promote activities which threaten the safety or well-being of
persons or property on school grounds or which disrupt the school environment
are harmful to the education process and will not be tolerated. Gang identification
will also not be tolerated. This includes; but is not limited to the following: the
use of hand signals, the writing of graffiti, the presence of any apparel, jewelry,
accessory or manner of grooming which by virtue of its color, arrangement,
trademark, symbol or any other attribute indicates or implies gang membership.
To help the district to accurately identify and combat gang activity there will be
education for administration and staff
•
•
•

•

First Offense: Parent contact, behavioral contract, disciplinary action up to
and/or including suspension.
Second Offense: Suspension up to thirty days or until the end of the grading
period.
Third Offense-: Expulsion for the calendar year.

These offenses are cumulative at a given school, but not, for instance, from
middle school to high school.

Showing colors: Black, white, tan, combinations of shirt and pants, web belt,
plaid shirt over another shirt with top 1 or 2 buttons buttoned and oversized
clothes. These clothes are worn in such a way as to align the student with a
particular gang (refer to student dress code on pages 11 & 13 of the parentstudent handbook).
Walking in large groups at school, so as to intimidate other students.
Hand Signs: Making particular hand gestures to sign gang affiliation or action.
Stare Down or Posturing:
provoke fighting.

Challenges to provoke other students and/or to

Nicknames: Individual gang names given which are usually attached to some
perceived attribute this person may have for gang purposes. The nickname tends
to fit physical or psychological characteristics.
Tattoos: Most gang related tattoos are on hands, arms and occasionally the face.
Graffiti: Written on notebooks, inside books, covers, and pee-chees.
Possession of: beepers or pagers and cell phones.
Dangling chains are considered weapons. Naches Valley High School takes the
position verbal threats, hitting, punching, kicking, or any use of weapons to
intimidate or inflict physical injury is an assault. An assault may result in
suspension leading to expulsion and arrest.
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Gang related activity in the community or to and from school usually finds its
way to campus. Naches Valley High School is serious in its responsibility to
educate students in a safe environment. It is a parents responsibility to monitor
and provide guidance for their child. In light of these obligations, this letter
serves as an official notice that if your son/daughter participates in gang related
activities on this campus, he/she may be suspended or expelled from school.
School Safety
.
(SHB 1153) (RCW 04.155) Requires parents and students of new enrolling
transfer students to provide written information indicating whether or not the
student has a violent or disruptive behavior history. If the parent or student fails
to provide information requested under the above act, the school district may
suspend, transfer, or expel the student.
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ATTENDANCE
Admit Slips
Students must obtain an admit slip when a class is missed for whatever reason.
There are four kinds of absences. They are:
•

Excused: The Excused absence is given to students in case of illness,
appointments or for working. Students may make up any class work missed.
This absence will be included in the attendance factor when grading.

•

Unexcused: The Unexcused absence (truancy) is given to students who are
truant without a note. Students mav not make up work missed. This
absence will be included in the attendance factor when grading. A parent
signature is required and the slip returned the day after issuance.

•

School Related: The School Related absence is given when a student misses
class while doing school related activities. This absence will not be included
in the attendance factor when grading.

•

Medical: The Medical Excuse absence is given when a student provides
documentation from a physician when returning to school. Students may
make up work missed. This absence will not be included in the attendance
factor when grading.

Checking Out Early
A note must be brought by the student" to the main office and signed upon return.
No student will leave school without a signature of approval on the check-out
board with the Principal or Vice Principal. Leaving school without permission
will be treated as a TRUANCY.
It is the student's responsibility to contact the teachers of any class or classes
they have missed due to illness, appointments, or school related absences to make
arrangements for make-up assignments/tests. Any assigned tests or quizzes
administered during a pre-arranged absence or school related absence must be
made up as stipulated in the teacher's classroom rules.

Policv
I. Truant students can be permitted to make up missed assignments or any
graded activities which occur during the truancy. However, they cannot
receive any grade above 70%.

2. The teacher will contact the parent by phone or mail when the absences in a
class accrue to five and eight. At the tenth absence, the office will review the
student absenteeism record, and a parent conference will be held. At that
time, credit may be denied for the course. An extension of five absences may
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Principal will make the contact). Each teacher must infom1 the administration
after 5, 8, and 10 absence per student.
3. In the event a student is withdrawn from more than one class in a semester for
attendance reasons, he may be withdrawn from all classes.
4. Any student who has been denied credit in class for failure to meet attendance
requirements may appeal that decision by requesting a formal review of
progress and attendance. This will be done by making a request in writing to
the principal asking for a "Review Board" on attendance. The review board
will consist of the counselor, teachers involved, and the principal or their
designees. The parent or guardian will be required to attend the review board
session. It i.s possible that credit may be reinstated if the student's
performance in class has been satisfactory.

S. Absences such as work, family vacation, apple picking, hunting, skiing, and
other matters must be pre-arranged. A student must obtain a pre-arranged
absence request form from the office. This form must be signed by parents
and teachers before the absence occurs. These absences will be counted as
part of the ten which could lead to denial of credits (unless changed by the
school board).

6. Student leaving school at any time during the school day must sign out in the
office. Failure to sign out is considered truancy. All students that sign out
must have a note or verification from the parents excusing the absence.

7. Three (3) tardies to a class will be equal to one absence and shall be noted on
the student's attendance. (Posted in the class rules).
8. A tardy to class becomes an absence when a student has missed the teaching
objectives as presented by the teacher (posted in class rules).

Excessive Absenteeism May Cause Loss of Credit
Each absence or tardiness will contribute to a possible loss of credit for the course
(3 tardies count as one absence). Students may be withdrawn from a class and
lose credit for that class upon compiling eight absences (after parent
notification/conferences). Students may be withdrawn from school for the
semester when compiling ten ( 10) full absences.

Sick at School

A student who become ill during the day must report to the office. Assistance
will be given in contacting the parents. If students do not report to the office, they
will be consider truant.
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Truancy
Leaving campus without reporting to the office is considered truancy. Truancy
includes unexcused absence from a class, classes, or any part of a class. Those
students in violation of the state mandated attendance policy (Becca Bill) will be
remanded to juvenile court with their parents/guardians for a truancy petition
hearing.
Withdrawal
Any student who is withdrawing from school must pick up a withdrawal form in
the office, have each teacher and his/her parent sign it and return all textbooks to
each teacher. When that is done, the student will be given a copy of the
withdrawal form and health records.
GRADING POLICY
Grading Scale
94-100 =A
86- 93 =B
77-SS=C
70- 76 =D
69-Below= F
Grading Categories

20% - Attendance
80% - Includes participation, projects, test, quizzes, daily work, labs, etc.
(grading categories may differ among staff)
•

•

Naches High School follows a semester schedule. Grade reports are carried
home with each student. Permanent record grades are given at the end of each
semester (January and June), and non-permanent record grades are given
during the midterm of each semester (October and March). Report cards will
be held until all fines are paid.
Conferences are available upon request and a planned conference time is
scheduled by the district midway through first semester only.

Incomplete
When a grade of incomplete is given a student at the end of a semester, the
student has a maximum of two (2) weeks to complete the requirements for the
class and have a grade submitted to the office. An "incomplete" not being made
up within two weeks becomes an "F" grade.
ESSENTIAL LEARNINGS I W.A.S.L. TEST
Because of the District/State Essential Learning policy, students in grades 9-12
must meet essential learning requirements, and pass the lO'h grade State W.A.S.L.
Test. Failure to meet these stated essential learnings will result in repeating that
subject area, and be placed on a student/school improvement plan that will enable
them to meet the above requirement.p-4 Oo

SPORTS
Eligibility
Age Limit: Students shall be under 20 years of age on September 1 for the fall
sport season, on December 1 for the winter sport season, and on March 1 for the
sprmg season.
Enrollment: Students must be emolled half-time or more.
Grades: In order to maintain athletic eligibility during the current semester, the
student shall maintain passing grades four (4) full-time subjects. Any class taken
one period daily for the duration of the semester shall be considered a full-time
subject (IA and lB are considered one 90 minute period). Schools shall establish
a grade monitoring system to ascertain the student's passing status in four (4) fulltime subjects. A student shall have passed at least four full-time subject in the
immediately preceding semester in order to be eligible for competition the
succeeding semester. This includes Running Start students.
Attendance: The students shall be emolled in regular attendance within the first
fifteen (15) school days in a semester or ten (10) school days in a trimester at the
start of the current semester/trimester in order to participate in interscholastic
contests during the current semester/trimester.
Out of District and transferring students: Confer with Athletic Director, Mr.
Cruzen.
Physical Examination:
Prior to the first practice for part1c1pation in
interscholastic athletics in a middle level school, and prior to participation in a
high school, a student shall undergo a thorough medical examination and be
approved for interscholastic athletic competition by a medical authority licensed
to perform a physical examination.
Insurance: No student shall be eligible to represent his school in interscholastic
competition unless he is covered by athletic accident insurance and dental
msurance. Coverage equivalent to the Washington State Industrial fee schedule.
ASB ACTIVITIES & ATHLETIC CONTRACT
1. All participants and athletic participants will abide by the rules as set down in

the contract. This contract will be in effect during the course of the school
year (August 25 - June 11 ). Any violation will be carried over to the athletes
sport season if occurring during the off season.
2. The use of ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, TOBACCO, OR ILLEGA
DRUGS IN ANY AMOUNT WILL RESULT IN IMMEDIATE AND
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3. ILLEGAL ACTS: Committing Acts contrary to the laws of the State of
Washington will result in suspension (Administrative Review) from the team.
Such acts include misdemeanors, gross misdemeanors, and felonies.
Acceptance by a student of a community supervision or diversion program, in
lieu of prosecution, shall be considered a violation of this code. This applies
to violations anywhere on or off the school premises; the suspension will go
into effect upon final court sentencing.
4. Each participarit MUST BE IN SCHOOL THE DAY OF AND THE DAY
AFTER EACH CONTEST.
5. Each participant is expected to return to school by the transportation
furnished by the school district after competition. Exceptions to this rule will
be made only after the parent/guardian contacts the head coach or his assistant
personally.
2000/2001 Sports Schedule
Fall Sports
(Practice begins on August 21st)
Boys: Football and Cross Country
Girls: Volleyball, Soccer, and Cross Country
Winter Sports
(Practice begins November 13th)
Boys: Wrestling and Basketball
Girls: Basketball
Sprim~

Snorts
(Practice begins February 26th)
Boys: Baseball, Soccer, Tennis and Track
Girls: Softball, Tennis and Track
RULES & REGULATIONS FOR RIDING A SCHOOL BUS

The vehicle driver has authority and responsibility for the behavior of students
using school district transportation. Students shall conduct themselves in
accordance with the district rules and regulations. Specific details are listed in the
student handbook. The right to use school district transportation may be denied a
student who violates the rules and regulations.
Students may not ride any bus other than their own without pnor parent
permission and principal authorization.
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STUDENT USE OF THE INTERNET
Each student at NVHS must have written permission from his or her parent
or guardian, to use the internet at school. When the completed forms have
been submitted to the office, a student will be issued an internet card. This
card must be displayed by the student each and every time the student is
using the internet at NVHS. Improper use of the "Net" may result in the loss
of internet privileges indefinitely.

Electronic Information System (Networks)
The Board of Directors recognizes that the district is implementing an electronic
communication system (network) that will allow unprecedented opportunities for
students, staff and patrons to communicate, learn, access and publish information.
The Board believes that the resources available through this network and the skills
that students will develop in using it are of significant value in the learning
process and student success in the future. These new opportunities also pose
many new challenges including but not limited to, access for all students, age
level appropriateness of material, security, and cost of maintaining even more
elaborate systems. The district will endeavor to ensure that these concerns are
appropriately addressed, but cannot insure that problems will not arise.
By creating this network, the Board intends only to provide a means for
educational activities and does not intend to create a first amendment forum for
free expression purposes. The district dedicates the property comprising the
network and grants access to it by users, only for the educational activities
authorized under this policy and procedures and under the specific limitations
contained therein.
The Board directs the Superintendent to provide training and procedures that
encourage the widest possible access to electronic information systems and
networks by students, staff and patrons while establishing reasonable controls for
the lawful, efficient and appropriate use and management of the system.
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WORKS CITED FORMAT GUIDE
Sample Bibliography Entries
Look!
*Tips
Titles of books are underlined when written, and italicized when typed.
Whole Books
A. One author
Last, First. Title. City: Publisher, Year.
Webster, Charles. From Paracelsus to Newton: Magic and the J\;Jaking of
J\;fodern Science. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, I 988.
B. Two authors
Last, First and First Last. Title. City: Publisher. Year.
Gilbert, Sandra M., and Susan Gubar. The Madwoman in the Attic: The
Woman Writer and the Nineteenth Century Literary Imagination. New
Haven: Yale UP, 1979.
C. Two or more authors
Last, First, et al. Title. City: Publisher, Year.
Gatto, Joseph, et al. Exploring Visual Design. 2"d ed. Worcester: Davis, 1987.
*Use et al., Latin for and others, instead oflisting all authors
D. No author given
Title. City: Publisher, Date.
Literary J\;Jarket Place: The Directory o(American Book Publishing.
New York: Bowker, 1984.
E. An editor, but no single author
Last, First, ed. Title. City: Publish, Date.
Saddlemyer, Ann, ed. Letters to Molly:John Millington Synge to Maire
O'Neill. Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1984.
*When you have cited several works from a collection, you may write one
entry for the entire collection or list each work separately.
F. Two editors
Last, First, and First, Last, eds. Title. City: Publisher, Date.
Emanuel, James A., and Theodore L. Gross, eds. Dark Symphonv: Negro
Literature in America. New York: Macmillan, 1968.
*If more than two use et al.
Look!
Guidelines for Final Bibliography_
1. Arrange all bibliography entrips_bj

0~e last name of the author or editor.

2. If no author or editor is provided, alphabetize each entry by the first
word of the title. If the first word is A, An, or The, begin with the second
word of the title.

3. Begin the first line of each entry at the left margin. If the entry runs to a
second or third line, indent those lines five spaces.
4. Single space each bibliography entry, but double space between entries.
5. Put a period at the end of each entry.
6. Bibliography entries contain page numbers only when they refer to part
within whole works.
Parts Within Books
A. A poem, short story, essay, or chapter from a collection of works by one
author
Last, First. "Title of Selection". Title of Collection. City: Publisher, Date.
Pages.
Angelou, Maya. "Remembering". Poems. New York: Bantam, 1986. 11.
B. A poem, short story, essay, or chapter from a collection of works by several
authors
Last, First. "Title". Title of Book. First Last of Editor. City: Publisher, Date.
Page.
Welty, Eudora. "The Corner Store": Prose Models Eds. Geraci, Levin.
New York: Harcourt, 1984. 20-22.
C. A novel or play from a collection
Last, First. Title. Eds. First, Last and First, Last. City: Publisher, Date.
Pages.
Seerling, Roe. Requiem for a Heavvweight. Twelve American Plavs. Eds.
Richard Corbin and Mirian Balf. New York: Scribner's, 1973. 57-59.

Magazines, Encyclopedias, Newspapers, Interviews
A. An article from a quarterly or monthly magazines.
Last, First. "Article". Magazine, Day Month Year: Page.
Batte, Mary, "Life Spans". Science Digest Feb, 1984. 46-51.
B. An article from a weekly magazine.
Last, First. "Article". Magazine, Day, Month, Year: Page.
Powell, Bill. "Coping with the Markets". Newsweek27, Apr. 1987. 54.
C. A magazine article with no author given.
"Article". Magazine Day Month Year: Page.
"How the New Tax Law Affects America". Nation's Accountants 24
Sept. 1986. 66-69.
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D. An article from a daily newspaper.
Last, First. "Article". Newspaper Day Month Year, Section.
James, Noah. "The Comedian Everyone Loves to Hate". New York Times
22 Jan. 1984, Sec 2: 23.
E. An encyclopedia article
"Article". Encvclopedia. Edition Year.
"Western Frontier Life". World Book Encvclopedia. 1991 ed.
F. A signed review.
Last, First. "Title". Rev. of, by Reviewer. Review type. Date. Page.
Ludlow, Arthur. "Glass Houses". Rev. of Rolling Breaks and Other
Movie Business, by Ajean Harmetz. Movies. Aug. 1983. 76.
G. An unsigned, untitled review.
Rev. of. Review type. Date. Page.
Rev. of Harry and Son. American Film Mar. 1984: 78.
H. An interview.
Last, First. Interview type. Date Year.
Todd, W. Personal interview. 26 May 1988.
Movies
Title. Dir. First, Last. With Major performers. Film Company, Year.
Titanic. Dir. James Cameron. With Leonardo DiCaprio. Universal, 1998.
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ADDITIONAL WORKS CITED FORMATS
INTERNET

Required Information:
Title ofWebSite. (Online) Available http://address/filename. date you accessed
information.
Examples:
Guidelines for better writing. (Online) Available http://www.usa.net/winced/home/better-writing.htmL May 6, 1998.
George Washington Official Home Page. (Online) Available
http://www.cherrytree.com.html, May 6, 1998.

CD-ROM

Required Information
"Title of the part of the work" (in quotation marks). Title of the Product
(underlined). Edition or version (if given). CD-ROM. City of
publication: Name of the publisher, Year of publication.
Examples
"Collin Powell". The CIA World Factbook. CD-ROM. Minneapolis:
Quanta, 1992.
"Yakima, Washington". Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? Deluxe ed.
CD-Rom. Navato: Broderlund, 1992.
A TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAM

Required Information
"Title of the episode or segment" (in quotation marks - if given). Title of the
program (underlined). Name of the network. CALL LETTERS of the local
station (all caps), City of the local station. Broadcast date.
Examples:
"Frankenstein: The Making of a Monster." Great Books. Learning Channel.
KNDO, Yakima. March 12, 1998.
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HANDGUNS
The number of people
killed with handguns
•
1n one year:
Australia f)e-----------1O_
Sweden

13

Great Britain

22

Canada

69
87

Switzerland

91

United States

10,667
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Drinking and Driving
Alcohol-related
auto accidents
are the

cause of death
among young people
ages 16=24
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GUEST SPEAKER-RISKY BEHAVIORS
Transitioning students from eighth to ninth grade have
shown drops in academic achievement during the transition
year. The Harter Scale of Adolescent Self Perception, showed a
decrease from eighth to ninth grade, in student selfperception in nine specific domains (Hertzog, NASSP,
1999,p.5). Some of the domains were physical appearance, job
competence, romantic appeal, behavioral conduct and global
self-worth. This drop in self-perception or self-esteem can
and does lead ninth grade students to engage in high-risk
behaviors. Frankly, the eighth to ninth grade transition time
is a risky time for many students.
This area of concern with transitioning eighth grade
students was not well addressed in other transition programs.
It seemed important to include a component in this transition
program. With the help of the grant for Safe and Drug free
schools, and the Teen Aware grant, Brad Henning of Life
Resources was hired to be the transition program guest
speaker.
Mr. Henning had been to NVHS twice before and spoken to
the entire student body.

He was so well received the first

time; he was hired the next year. The topic of his
P-41

presentation was "Relationships in a sexual culture".

His

purpose was to expose the myths of the "everyone is doing it"
and "it's all O.K. No one gets hurt" message about sexual
activity among teens that permeates the media and high schools
everywhere.
Mr. Henning addressed the use of alcohol and drugs as
well as sexual activity in the teen population. His message
was humorous and engaging, and kept an entire student body
intrigued for over two and one half-hours when he had spoken
twice before. Mr. Henning's presentation to parents was
planned for the evening session and to the ninth grade
students on the morning of the first day.
At a time when many teens push parents away and parents
are thinking they should or would like to be less involved,
high school students need parental involvement. High-risk
behaviors such as sexual activity, alcohol and drug
consumption are often left out of conversations between
parents and teens. Some topics are very uncomfortable and
difficult to discuss. The transition program at NVHS chose not
to allow the topic to be swept over.

The presentation of such

a speaker, and one, who was so engaging, seemed a great
opportunity to foster communication between parents and teens.
P-42

The tough subject of high-risk behaviors needed to be
addressed. There was no better way than to have a student
recommended guest, address the transitioning student and his
or her parent. There was no preaching; truth, common sense and
many, many laughs brought the message home. Eighth grade
students moving to the ninth grade are at risk.
to pay attention and be involved.
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Parents need

Providing for Special Needs Students
In coordinating the transition activities for the Naches
Valley Middle school eighth grade students, special
consideration must be given to three particular groups of
students.

The eighth grade resource room students who will be

continuing in the special education program at the high school
form one group. The second group is the students who have
failed their eighth grade year and are receiving social
promotion and the third group is the English language learner
students.

These three groups of students and their parents

will need to be given additional counseling as they move from
the middle school to the high school.
The resource room teachers from the middle and the high
school shall meet in the spring to coordinate the scheduling
of classes for the incoming resource room ninth graders.
Individual education plans, well known as an IEP, will be
coordinated through the middle school teacher with the high
school teacher before the end of the school year. The parents
of the resource room students will be involved with this and
have the opportunity to meet the high school resource teacher
as well.

Every effort to make this a smooth and comfortable

transition will be made.
The high school teacher shall meet with each middle
P-44

school resource room student to help him/her become familiar
with the teacher they will have in their new setting.

An

individual tour of the high school shall also be made
available for every one of these students, on a one on one
basis.

The middle school resource room staff will conduct the

tour and the students will be introduced to any teachers they
will have at the high school, outside of their resource room
setting.

Administrators and counselors and office secretaries

will also have the opportunity to meet each of these students,
prior to the start of school in the fall.

While transitions

are difficult for all, those students who are in the resource
room setting, likely will find the transition even more
unsettling.

Change is not an easy thing for most people and

this population often finds change very difficult.
The second group that needs special attention is the
group of students who are being passed on to the high school
without having passed their eighth grade year.

Naches Valley

Middle School rarely retains any eighth grade students and
every year the high school enrolls five to ten students who
are not academically prepared to meet the challenges of the
high school curriculum, who have failed to meet the middle
school standards for graduation.

This population is at risk,

entering the high school.
These students and their parents will meet with the
P-45

administrators, the counselor and ninth grade teachers from
the high school, prior to registration for the fall term.

A

middle school representative will be there as well and do the
introductions.

At this meeting, the high school staff will

present to the parents and these students the graduation
requirements for Naches High School. The point will be made
that Naches does not offer any remedial types of reading and
math programs and that extra help will most likely be needed
for their students, to be successful in the classes in ninth
grade.
Potential ways to assist their child will be discussed
including remedial programs offered in summer schools in
other, larger districts in the valley.

Sources of potential

tutoring will be shared as well. These suggestions are
intended for the families to take part in prior to the start
of school in August.
These students will also be informed about alternative
school programs. At this time, Naches Valley does not have its
own alternative school.

It is planned that one will open for

the first time in the fall of 2001.

Details about application

for admission to this program will be presented ,at this
meeting. Parents and their students will be informed as to the
dismissal of packet credit retrieval programs. This source had

(

historically been available to students at Naches should one
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fail classes and need to retrieve credits to graduate.

This

is no longer an option.
It has been shown that students who enter the ninth grade
having failed their courses in the eighth grade year, are
truly at risk.

They need intervention in order to succeed at

the higher level.

Many are not only poor students with low or

no skills, but also are also at risk for substance abuse.
These students need extra attention before they come on board
and they need continued attention from staff and from their
parents during the school year.

Without the help of the

family, the staff can not expect to be very successful.
needs to be a partnership.

It

Thus, the parents must be reached

before their student enters the high school halls.

Clear

expectations will set the stage for student's success in this
transition period.
The final group of special needs students is the students
whose primary language is not English.

These students will

need to be scheduled prior to coming to the high school by
their E.S.L. teacher.

Fortunately, this staff person remains

their teacher in the ninth grade setting

The teacher will

identify these students and let the transition coordinator
know who they are. They will attend the formal transition
evening and day, but will be paired with other students who
are bilingual.

These will be upperclass students.
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The parents of these students will need additional
assistance as well.

They will be paired with students also,

who are bilingual.

These upperclass, bilingual students will

serve as interpreters for them in the transition program, at
all times.

If there are bilingual, upperclass parents

available, we will recruit them to help, rather than use a
student.
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T-SHIRTS

T-shirts were planned for the high school staff, and
students and faculty who were the mentors for the program.
This would help freshmen students and their families identify
those involved with the program, quickly. It allowed the team
to assist them quickly. It also had a team building effect on
the mentoring group.
The design for the T-shirts was created by two of the
mentor students. The staff selected two designs. The T-shirt
company designer combined the two ideas and printed the
T-shirts.
Fifty T-shirts were ordered; one for each of the student
mentors, one for each staff and one for each administrator.
The T-shirts were done with school colors and made of all
cotton.
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Barbecue

An orientation barbecue was a tradition in the district.
The Naches Valley Middle School had done one for its incoming
third and fifth grade students for several years.

It had been

a success from the start.
Following their plan, which was a simple dinner of
hamburgers, salads and ice cream, the selected menu was very
basic. The school cook handled the food. The dinner was served
at no charge.
The barbecue was to be held on the lawn on the north end
of the school. The picnic tables from the park were delivered
to that area on the day of the barbecue. A staff member, who
was also a Lions Club member, arranged for this. Lions Club
members in the community delivered the tables.
An upperclass parent was in charge of cooking the
burgers.
cook, too.

He had arranged for three other volunteer parents to
The cafeteria was open for those who wanted to eat

inside. As it turned out, it was rainy and cold on the day and
everyone ate inside.

This created a time problem as fewer

were able to be served as quickly had it been outside.
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Dinner began at 6:30PM and students and parents did not eat
together. Students ate with their teams.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND PUBLICITY

Freshmen and their families learned about the planned
transition program initially through a flyer that was sent
home via the middle school, from the high school.

It told of

the beginning planning and to watch for a letter with more
details, closer to August. Other publicity routes were through
the school district newsletter, the Upper Valley Press and a
personal letter sent to the parents at the end of the summer
by the transition program team.
A copy of the letter that was sent to the freshmen is
found on the following page.
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August 18, 1999
Dear freshman and freshman parents,
We are excited to welcome you to Naches Valley High School! These
next four years will be very important and memorable ones for you and for your family.
Officially school begins on Tuesday, August 3 lst. We ask that both of you
as an incoming freshman and parents of an incoming freshman, plan to attend the
freshman orientation barbecue that will be held on Monday evening, August 30th.
We believe it will be in your best interest to be at this opening event. Plan to be at the High
School at 6:00 p.m .. We have activities organized for both of you that evening. Dinner will be
provided at no charge.
We are aware that some families have both an incoming freshman at the high school and
an incoming fifth grader at Naches Valley Middle School. We have planned our orientation
barbecue for the same evening as the fifth grade orientation barbecue. It is our hope that you
will make plans now to attend both by splitting parents between the two events. If that does not
fit your family, perhaps a grandparent or other close family member could attend one or the
other. The middle school and the high school feel both events are important and hope that by
scheduling them on the same evening it will in fact be more convenient for you than
coming out two evenings, just before school begins.
When you arrive at the high school, students and faculty will meet you. Freshmen will
meet their advisory/mentor teacher and spend the evening with this teacher and the upperclass
students assigned to their team. Parents will have an opportunity to meet other freshman parents
as well as parents of upper classmen, faculty and administrators. The evening promises to be
great fun and very informative for all of you.
The parent portion of the evening includes several presentations and discussions aimed to
help parents become comfortable and knowledgeable first hand, with our school. We will begin
with the barbecue and a tour of the buildings. Following these will be an administration
presentation ofNVHS guidelines and expectations and a panel of upper class parents speaking
on the topic" What we wish we had known when our teen started high school." The evening
will conclude with a regionally known speaker, Brad Henning. Brad will address parents on the
issues of teens and sexuality. Brad has been at NVHS twice before, speaking to the student
body. He is excellent and we feel fortunate he is available for this event.
Students will spend the evening in their advisory/mentor groups. This evening is very
important. The following day will build on the activities of Monday evening. Please plan to
attend. It is a casual evening and you will be involved in fun activities. Dress casually and bring
your enthusiasm! The evening will conclude around 9:00 p.m ..
We are looking forward to meeting you all on August 30th. Again, welcome
to Naches Valley High School!
Sincerely,
Robert L. Ames, principal
Naches Valley High School Staff
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

Upon conclusion of the transition program, an evaluation
was mailed to all parents who attended.

A copy of the

correspondence is provided on the next page. This was mailed
to all one hundred and twenty five families who were at the
transition program.

In spite of the fact that these were

mailed with a stamped, addressed return envelope, only one
third were returned to the school.
Surveys were given to each freshman who participated,
each student mentor who was involved in the transition program
and every staff member.

These surveys were returned with a

ninety percent response. They were handed out at school and
freshmen completed them with a staff member in a class period.
These were all returned.

The others were passed out to the

mentors at school and returned independently of any organized
meeting.
All three surveys were developed after the transition
program was over.

The surveys were soliciting subjective

responses about how one felt about, or liked, a particular
phase of the program.

This information was certainly

interesting to read and valuable in planning future programs
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according to the likes and dislikes of the client.
Unfortunately the surveys did not provide any quantitative
data related to the academic and social success of the
freshman class. This was an unfortunate error as there was no
way to reconstruct the evaluation plan once it had been
implemented. This was the result of lack of understanding and
lack of clear, measurable goals from the onset of the project.
All three groups surveyed about the transition program
indicated a strong positive reaction to their experience.

Few

negative comments were made. The majority suggested the dinner
was unnecessary and that the principal's presentation of the
rules and expectations was the most valuable piece.

The vote

to continue the program for the next year was one hundred
percent in favor of doing so.
Many felt the dinner was a waste of time.

The

parents'panel was not rated highly as the panel was not looked
upon as being particularly good speakers. Those surveyed
thought the information was good but the speakers were not.
Surveys should have been done in the succeeding months,
and year-end, to review the academic and social progress of
kids.

l

This could be done.

Data concerning discipline
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referrals and attendance, as well as grades, were three areas
that would have been valuable. At that time, the
administration was not interested in pursuing this.
The surveys were used to plan the following transition
program for the next freshman year. They proved to be a
valuable tool.
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Naches Valley High School
September 2, 1999
Dear Freshman Parents,
Thank you for coming to the first ever freshman barbecue and orientation at Naches
Valley High School on Monday evening ! We were overwhelmed with the turnout and
pleased to see so many interested parents. Thanks for being with us!
We realize that dinner did not go as smoothly as we had hoped. Our weather made it
necessary to crowd you all into the cafeteria and we apologize for the long wait and shortage
of food.
Will you please give us your thoughts on the evening? Also, any thoughts on your
student's reactions, would be helpful, too. They will be surveyed also, yet there are some
who do not choose to share fully. We want to improve on this
orientation for next year and your opinions will help us fashion the second "annual"
freshman orientation. Thank you ahead of time for filling this out and mailing it
in the enclosed, stamped envelope, to us at the high school.
Sincerely,
The Orientation Committee
I. Tell us what you enjoyed the most.

2. Tell us what was most beneficial to you as a parent.

3. What did you least enjoy?

4. What was the least beneficial to you as a parent?

5. Do you think we should do this again for next year's freshmen and parents?
Why or Why not?
Circle the answer that best tells how you felt:
I. Did you get all your questions answered?

No

{

'

Some

Most

Yes

2. Did you feel welcome by upper class students and staff members ?
Not very
Ok
Welcome
Very welcome
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3. How did you like the 6:00-pm start and the 9:00 p.m. stopping time?
Too early Just right Too late
Too soon Just right Too late
4. How did you like coming the evening before the opening of school?
Great
Would have liked it earlier in August

Please rate the following parts of the orientation.

Rate these by circling the number
you feel reflects your opinion. Add any comments you would like to make below each of the
different aspects of the orientation, for clarity.
Five is very valuable
Four is valuable
Three is helpful
Two is not much value
One is not valuable
1 2

3

4

5

Tours of building

1

2

3

4

5

Handouts on attendance, grades. graduation requirements

1

2

3

4

5

Receiving a copy of your child's class schedule

1

2

3

4

5

Dinner

1

2

3

4

5

Parent Panel

1 2

3

4

5

Administrators' Information presentation

1

3

4

5

Brad Henning's talk on teens and sexuality

2

Any other comments or thoughts ?

What did your child have to say about the program, Mon. eve or Tuesday ?
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FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
.

STUDENT EVALUATION
You have just participated in the first ever freshman orientation at Naches Valley High School.
We were overwhelmed with the turnout at the barbecue and pleased to see so many parents and
stlidents.
We realize that dinner did not go as smoothly as we had hoped. Our weather made it necessary
to crowd everyone into the cafeteria and we apologize for the long wait.
We would appreciate your thoughts on the evening and the first day freshman orientation. We
want to improve on this orientation for next year and your opinions will help us plan the second
"annual" freshmen orientation. Thank you ahead oftime for filling this out.
Sincerely,
The Orientation Committee

(
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Monday Night Student/Parent Barbecue
Did you attend the Monday night barbecue?
Did your parent(s) attend the Monday night barbecue?

If you attended the barbecue answer the following questions in this section.
If you did not attend the barbecue go on to the next section.
The evening was divided into the following activities.
• Kick Off Activity: Students met in letter groups with student and staff mentors.
Team Name, Make a Team Sign & Post , Ice Breakers, Getting To Know You
• Barbecue: Freshmen, Student & Staff Mentors Eat Together
• Mock Pep Assembly: Fight Song, Class Competition (03 Cheer) Go Big Blue: Mr Patrick
and Cheerleaders Can you find a ..... ?: ASB Officers
1. What part(s) of the evening do you consider most valuable and should be repeated.

2. What suggestions would you have for improvement?

3. Do you think we should do this again for next year's freshmen and parents? Why or Why
not?
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5. Did the 1" day orientation help you to feel less anxiety and be more prepared for your first
day of classes at NVHS?
NO

SOMEWHAT

HELPFUL

VERY HELPFUL

6. Will you feel free to go to your staff mentor if you have questions or need assistance?
.

MAYBE

NO

YES

7. Will you feel free to go to your student mentor if you have questions or need assistance?

MAYBE

NO

YES

Please rate the following parts of the first day orientation.
DIRECTIONS: Rate these by circling the number you feel reflects your opinion. Add any
comments you would like to make below each of the different aspects of the orientation.
5
4
3
2
1

Very Valuable
Valuable
Helpful
Not Much Value
Not Valuable

1

2

3

4

5

Speaker: Brad Henning "Relationships"

1

2

3

4

5

Overview of Planner with staff mentor

1

2

3

4

5

ASB & individual pictures

1

2

.)

'

4

5

Scavenger Hunt/ Test over planner

1

2

3

4

5

Freshman Lunch

1

2

3

4

5

Touring School /Locating Classrooms

Any other comments or thoughts?

What did your parents have to say about the parent/student barbecue?
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First Day of School: Freshman Orientation
1. Tell us what you enjoyed the most.

2. List what was beneficial to you as a new student to the high school.

3. What was least beneficial to you?

4. What suggestions would you have for improvements?

(
5. Do you think we should do this again for next year's freshmen? Why or Why not?

Circle the answer that best tells how you feel.
1. Did you get all your questions answered?

NO

SOME

MOST

YES

2. Did you feel welcome by staff and student mentors?

NOT VERY

OK

WELCOME VERY WELCOME

3. Do think you feel prepared to use your student planner to record activities/assignments/ tests?

NEED MORE EXPLAINATION

PREPARED TO USE IT

4. Are you familiar with the school and feel comfortable finding your classes, restrooms, locker,
cafeteria etc?
YES
NO
p-55f
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a
model program for the eighth grade graduates from Naches
Valley Middle School transitioning to the ninth grade at
Naches Valley High School. The intent of the program was to
increase ninth grade student academic and social success.

To

accomplish this task current literature, research and selected
transition programs in the surrounding Yakima area were
studied. Subsequently, a program was designed, developed and
implemented at Naches Valley High School in the Naches Valley
School District, Naches, Washington.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1.

Adolescents transitioning to high school are in need

of a quality transition program that addresses the
fears and concerns of both students and parents.
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2. A successful transition program should involve the
transitioning student, his/her parents, and the staff
of both the middle and the high school and the
administrators of the two schools.

3. The transition program should include a minimum of
four multifaceted activities for transitioning students
and parents, which meet the individual school community's
needs.

Recommendations

As a result of this project, the following
recommendations are offered:
1.

To address the fears and concerns of both students

and their parents a quality program should be developed
to transition middle school students to high school.
2.

Transitioning programs for incoming ninth grade

students need strong support from administrators and
staffs of the school they are leaving and the one they
are entering.
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3.

An advisor-advisee program in the high school could

be an excellent vehicle to assist the transitioning
students throughout their ninth grade year.

4.

Other schools/school districts seeking to develop a

program for transitioning students from middle school to
high school may wish to adopt this model program or
conduct further research designed to meet their unique
needs.

I
\
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